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US-Qatar Strategic Dialogue kicks off

Qatar sees ties with
US as one of major
partnerships: FM
QNA
Doha

His Highness the Amir of State of Qatar Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani met with US
Secretary of State Antony Blinken at Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium. The meeting discussed the
strategic relations between the two countries and the aspects of promoting them in various fields. (QNA)

Qatar, US sign
letter of intent on
World Cup legacy
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs
HE Sheikh Mohammed
bin Abdulrahman Al Thani
and US Secretary of State
Anthony Blinken participated
in launching the fifth USQatar Strategic Dialogue.
The FM and the US Secretary
of State signed a letter of
intent between Qatar and the
US on the World Cup Legacy
(2022-2026). Under the
letter of intent, both parties
announced their intention
to exchange World Cup
knowledge and the drawn
conclusions and build on the
success of Qatar in making
the FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 accessible for persons
with disabilities and apply
the learned lessons in future
tournaments. page 3

Qatar’s grant for poor
Gazans to start today
QNA
Gaza

Chairman of Qatar’s Gaza Reconstruction Committee Ambassador HE
Mohammed Al Emadi has
announced that the committee, in cooperation with Qatar Fund for Development,
will start on Wednesday the
disbursement of the November installment of cash assistance to families in need
in the Gaza Strip.
Al Emadi stated that the
cash assistance will be provided to about 100,000 poor
families in the governorates of the Gaza Strip, at a rate
of $100 per family.
He pointed out that the distribution process will
take place through the United Nations and the distribution centres it has identified in the governorates of
the Gaza Strip. There are more than 300 distribution
centres and shops.

Minister inaugurates UDC’s Corinthia Golf Club (PG 10)

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs HE Sheikh
Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al
Thani has stressed that Qatar looks
to its relations with the United
State of America as one of its major strategic partnerships, which
extends to political, security, defence, economic and developmental fields.
In a joint press conference with
the US Secretary of State Antony
Blinken on the sidelines of the fifth
US-Qatar Strategic Dialogue, currently being held in Doha, the FM
felt this round of the dialogue as an
important platform in strengthening the relations that enjoy stable
and solid foundations as well as
multifaceted partnership.
The Deputy Prime Minister
and the US Secretary of State participated in launching the fifth USQatar Strategic Dialogue.
The FM said that the US-Qatar
Strategic Dialogue represented
an opportunity to address several
regional and global challenges. It
would discuss the latest developments concerning the nuclear deal,
the developments in Iraq, Lebanon, and Libya, and the Palestinian
cause that Qatar sees as its central
cause, in addition to joint efforts in
Afghanistan.
He pointed out that this round
of dialogue discussed joint cooperation in responding to global
challenges, especially energy,
food security, and other developmental issues that the world faces
today.
Sheikh Mohammed added that
Qatar and the US share the same
point of view on these issues, and
they look forward to working together and involving the concerned
institutions in both countries.
The FM added that Qatar looks
forward to strengthening its cooperation with the US, and have an
open dialogue and a relationship

Superb Saudi
stun Messi’s

Argentina
Qatar World Cup
a milestone in
football history:
Algerian envoy (PG 3 )

Saudi Arabia made history at the Lusail Stadium on Tuesday as
they shocked tournament’s co-favourites Argentina 2-1 in Group C
match of FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 at the 80,000-seat Lusail
Stadium on Tuesday. It was one of the biggest upsets in World
Cup history. The Green Falcons’ triumph sent shockwaves across
the globe. It was the first defeat for Argentina in a World Cup
opener since famously losing 1-0 to Cameroon in 1990. It also
ended their unbeaten 36-games streak. Saleh Al Shehri and
Salem Al Dawsari sealed the come-from-behind 2-1 victory with
European
champions
Bayerndefence
Munich stunned.
defeated Saudi
Tigres Arabia
UANL of Mexico 1-0 in the FIFA Club
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WorldonCup
at thedisplay
Education
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great goalkeeping of Saudi Mohammed Al-Owais that saw the
brave side emerge as heroes. Sports page 1

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs HE Sheikh Mohammed
bin Abdulrahman Al Thani and US Secretary of State Antony Blinken address a
press conference in Doha on Tuesday.

Some media
institutions did
not take reforms
made by Qatar into
consideration, but came
out with prejudgment even
without visiting Qatar or
engaging in conversation
with the state’s officials,
even though Qatar always
opens doors to everyone.”
— HE Sheikh Mohammed
bin Abdulrahman Al Thani
based on transparency and mutual
trust between the two countries.
He lauded the cooperation
shown by the US with its various institutions in support of hosting the
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.
The FM extended his thanks for
all the efforts, especially those of
the US security and cybersecurity
institutions, for the support they
provided to Qatar in the hosting
of the World Cup, pointing out that

this is seen as a part of the cooperation that extends beyond the multiple partnerships between the two
countries.
In his response to the media attack on Qatar, the FM noted that
Qatar, when it was awarded the
honor to host the FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022, was determined to
have multi-faceted tasks to organise the tournament that impressed
the entire world.
He said that many people
think that the World Cup was the
main reason behind the reforms
that have been made in the recent
years. However, Qatar sees the
World Cup as merely a catalyst in
that process.
He stressed that change is an
ongoing process, unconnected to
a specific event or stage, noting in
this regard that the vision of His
Highness the Amir of State of Qatar Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al
Thani is transformational for Qatar in terms of keeping pace with
developments taking place around
the world.
Continued on page 12 
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Our team made a promise, and kept
it very well, say ecstatic Saudi fans
Khalid Tawalbeh

G

Doha

reat lovers of football that the Saudis
are, they couldn’t have
asked for a better opening show by their team
for all the support they gave
the Green Falcons.
Buoyed by the days result,
they confirmed they will “stay
here until the Saudi team keeps
winning”. In a visit to the Saudi
House after the Saudi-Argentinian match, Qatar Tribune
caught up with some Saudi
fans to gauge their feelings. Not
unexpectedly, they expressed
gratitude to and appreciation
of the team for their great performance against Argentina.
The Saudi House in Doha
saw fans trickling in to celebrate into the night even as
the other World Cup matches
continued in other stadiums.
“Oh, we are in a different world
right now. What our football
team showed this afternoon
was nothing but sheer magic
and daredevilry. It shows what
out football is and how we can
challenge the mighty. This is
what we are all here for to show
the world,” said a bespectacled
Mowad Mohamed.
Abdulaziz Al Hazmi, a
Saudi fan, told Qatar Tribune:
“We all know Argentina is not
like any other team, it is one of
those that can take the title, but
we also know that Saudi players can make the impossible
happen. That is what they did
here to make us proud, and
they will do more”.

FANTASTIC!
Supporters of Saudi Arabia
celebrate their team’s victory during the FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022 Group C
match against Argentina on
Tuesday. (Bottom left) Iraqi
social media influencer
Nabaa Al Dabbagh at the
Lusail Stadium during the
Saudi Arabia-Argentina
match on Tuesday.

“This is my first time in
Qatar, and the first time to be
with our team in an international event this big, I am not
surprised by the fighting spirit
Saudi players have, I am sure
they can amaze the world when
they get the chance,” he added.
Al
Qahtani
Dahham
couldn’t hide his happiness,

Dazzling Doha
Corniche

laughing loudly, he said:
“We damaged the legends, we
don’t have the word impossible
in our dictionary. We are Saudis”!
He said he will never leave
the “great Saudi team” because
this team “has always been a
source of inspiration for the
Saudi people and can still give
more”, adding “our team made

a promise and (you) never
break a promise.”
Saudi House is a fan zone in
the Corniche area of Doha, one
of the most prominent places
that offers Saudi and Arab audiences rich and diverse experiences related to cultural, musical and sporting heritage, as
part of the Qatar 2022 World
Cup events.

Ali Bluwi, another fan from
Tabuk in the northern part
of Saudi Arabia, expressed
his admiration for the great
efforts Saudi players made
and the new techniques they
used against Argentina. “I am
amazed by this great power. It
is as if I am seeing our team for
the first time!”
He told Qatar Tribune

about the new plans put into
place by the ‘great Renard’
to make the Saudi team this
strong.
He added “even if we don’t
win the next matches, we are
now much satisfied with what
our team has already done!”
“Coach Herve Renard had
promised an honourable performance for Saudi Arabia. He
kept his promise, and we are
waiting for the next fixture.
We are sure Saudi players will
never let us down. Even if they
don’t win a match, they will entertain all the fans and football
lovers around the world,” he
added.
Saudi House, where the
Saudi fans meet, has 10 pavilions in which 21 events are being organised. The events are
designed to enrich the fans’
World Cup experience. There
fans can experience playing
football with top players virtually in the Dreams Pavilion, via
augmented reality and virtual
reality. They can also experience filming with the Saudi national team squad virtually.
The area also contains a special
store for all collectibles related
to the ‘Green’ football team
such as T-shirts, banners bearing the Kingdom’s flag, and
many other attachments with
the Saudi flag.
An Iraqi social media influencer Nabaa Al Dabbagh from
Dubai was ecstatic at the stadium. Wearing a KSA T-shirt,
she said, “So proud of everything the word football means.
This was a match with the taste
of a final.”

PSG president: Pleased
with Qatar’s success in
hosting the World Cup
President of Paris Saint-Germain (PSG) Nasser bin Ghanim Al Khelaifi has expressed his
happiness with Qatar’s achievement in successfully hosting the ongoing FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022, which kicked off on Sunday. In his remarks to the British sports radio station Talksport,
Al Khelaifi said, “We’ve been waiting for this for 12 years. We are excited to have the world
come to our country and show them the truth about our country, our people, who love to host
and welcome people.” As the Amir His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani said,
“everybody is welcome to FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022,” Al Khelaifi added. QNA

Award-winning rapper Namewee’s song
for Qatar 2022 garners 3 million clicks

T

he music video of
Malaysian rapper
Namewee’s new song
‘Ya Gamila’, which means
‘Hey Beauty’ in English, has
been watched more than
3 million times. The song’s
arrangement, nominated for
the promotional music of the
2022 World Cup, bears the
world-famous Despacito’s
producer’s signature.

Tribune News Network
Doha

Doha Corniche wears a festive look for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.
(Picture by Salma Brarhi)

Malaysian
rapper
Namewee has released his
new single, Ya Gamila, which
means ‘Hey Beauty’. The
song’s music video, which has
both English and Arabic lyrics and was nominated for the
promotional music of the 2022
Qatar World Cup, reached 3
million views in 15 days.
Ten Towns, the producer of the world-famous
Despacito song’s company
Rebeleon, took part in the
song’s arrangement, in which
Namewee collaborated with
Yasin Sulaiman, one of the
famous artists of Malaysia.
In the song co-produced
by Malaysia, the United
States, and Qatar, reggeaton
melodies were interpreted
with Middle Eastern instruments. The dynamic nature
of rap music met the excitement of the 2022 Qatar
World Cup.

The music video, shot in
the magnificent landscapes
and sights of Qatar, such as
Zubara Fortress, Lusail Stadium, and Qatar Cultural
Village, had the ear of the
audience. The Qataris, who
sympathised with Namewee’s
wearing local clothes, expressed their satisfaction
with Namewee’s interest in
the 2022 Qatar World Cup.
The demo work of the song,

which stands out with its
catchy tempo which arranged
by Gaston Pong, one of the
iconic names in Malaysia.
Famous rapper Namewee
played an essential role in
promoting Qatar, which will
turn into a tourism centre at
the 2022 Qatar World Cup,
to the whole world with ‘Ya
Gamila’.
Talented artist Namewee,
who has 3.4 million follow-

ers on YouTube, 2.8 million
on Facebook, and more than
700 thousand on Instagram,
is defined by his works supported by inspiring and emotional elements. The rapper,
who previously put his signature to hit songs such as
Stranger in the North, Tokyo
Bon, and Thai Love Song, has
directed many blockbuster
films, including Nasi Lemak
2.0, for which he was awarded the Best Asian New Director Award at the Osaka Asian
Film Festival.
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QATAR, US INK PACT ON WORLD CUP LEGACY

Both parties announce their intention to exchange FIFA World Cup knowledge
QNA
DOHA

D

EPUTY Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs
HE Sheikh Mohammed bin
Abdulrahman Al Thani and
US Secretary of State Anthony
Blinken participated in launching the
fifth US-Qatar Strategic Dialogue.
The opening session addressed
several regional and international
issues, especially the situation developments in Palestine and the negotiations to return to the joint action
plan, Russian-Ukrainian crisis developments, energy and food security, cooperation in the human rights
field, and several issues of common
interest.
The Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs and the
US Secretary of State signed a letter
of intent between the government
of Qatar and the government of the
United States of America on the
World Cup Legacy (2022-2026).
Under the letter of intent, both
parties announced their intention to

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs HE Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani and US Secretary of State Anthony Blinken sign a
letter of intent between Qatar and the US on the World Cup Legacy, on Tuesday.
exchange World Cup knowledge and
the drawn conclusions and build on
the success of Qatar in making the
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 accessible for persons with disabilities and
apply the learned lessons in future

tournaments, including the FIFA
World Cup 2026 that will be held
in the US, and find places that allow
more inclusion and accessibility for
people with disabilities.
Both parties also affirmed their

intention to increase technical exchange and exchange of knowledge
to combat human trafficking crime,
including those with regards to
sporting events, and work together
to introduce and implement fair

MORE THAN 88,000 ATTEND
SAUDI-ARGENTINA MATCH

Ooredoo powers first
5G-enabled
FIFA World Cup
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
OOREDOO, the Official Middle East & Africa Telecommunications Operator of FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022, successfully implemented its ground-breaking 5G network at
the event’s opening ceremony, resulting in a never-beforeseen experience for fans.
The opening ceremony of FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
took place at Al Bayt stadium on Sunday with a phenomenal capacity crowd packing the venue. Ooredoo’s groundbreaking 5G network and its state-of-the-art fibre ensured
superfast, reliable connectivity and superior-quality voice
calling, enabling a vastly enhanced fan experience for all
those attending the once-in-a-lifetime event. Connectivity
extended beyond the stadium, allowing fans to share their
experience with friends and loved ones.
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Abdulla Al Thani, CEO at Ooredoo said: “The opening ceremony of this momentous tournament could not have gone better, both for Qatar and for
Ooredoo. Our years of preparation and significant investment in technology meant we were more than ready to step
up and deliver; to our visiting fans, to our Qatari citizens
and residents, and to those integral to operations.” The
first 5G-powered FIFA World Cup tournament saw a mobile data traffic global record of a phenomenal 36TB, with
fans connecting to friends and loved ones both in Doha and
across the world as viewers everywhere watched the spectacular opening. An incredible 620,000 voice calls were
made during the event, with voice call accessibility greater
than 99.8 percent and a VoLTE call drop rate of just 0.12
percent. 5G speeds crossed an awesome peak of 2Gbps.

Qatar World Cup
a major milestone
in football history,
says Algeria envoy
QNA
DOHA

The number of spectators at the Saudi Arabia versus Argentina match at
the Lusail World Cup stadium exceeded 88,000. The opening match on
Sunday had also witnessed a large attendance as did the matches of the
first and second groups. (TNN)

Dhow fest a big draw among WC fans
SANTHOSH CHANDRAN
DOHA

THE Katara International
Dhow Festival, which highlights the maritime traditions
of Arab states as well as the
Arab cultural heritage, is a major attraction for football fans
who are in Qatar to attend the
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.
The annual festival is attended
by several countries, including
Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia,
India, Iraq, Greece, Tazania,
Turkey and Qatar
The Cultural Village Foundation (Katara) has organized 51
events that comprise 300 subevents with the participation of
22 countries during the World
Cup period until December 18,
and Dhow festival is the biggest
crowd-puller among them.
A Mexican football fan,
Jacinta Maria, told Qatar Tribune: “Exhibitions like this add
value to my visit. The dhow
festival introduced me to the
rich and beautiful traditions
and cultures of Arab countries.
The exhibition sheds light on
the ancient trade links between
Arab countries and countries
across the world and on the
technological prowess of the
Arab mariners.”
The live show of making

employment practices to protect migrant workers, exchange knowledge
in the field of the labor protection,
and establish a joint work group to
develop specific steps to enhance
the current letter of intent.

the parts for dhows is a major
attraction at the exhibition.
“I had the rare opportunity to

watch the craftsmanship and
the human effort behind this
world tradition,” a football lov-

er from Algeria said.
An Indian exhibitor PO
Hashim has been a regular participant in the festival for last
10 years.
He said: “The exhibition
this year is special for us. The
dhow (Baghlah) that has been
made without using nails exclusively for the Qatari government is the highlight of our exhibition this year.”
The 27-feet dhow is an example of a ‘sewn’ boat, where
craftsmen thread planks together using specially prepared
coconut-fibre ropes.”
“The technique predates
the era of metal fasteners, and
samples of sewn boats can be
seen in many ancient civilizations, each with a different
methodology. There were more
than 80 types of dhows ranging
from big ocean-going vessels
to small inshore fishing boats.
Of the 80 types of dhows that
existed in the Arabian Gulf,
only about six are still in use,”
Hashim added.
The Katara International
Dhow Festival also hosts exciting artistic and musical events,
marine shows and competitions that shed light on the
maritime history, aiming at
preserving culture and heritage.

THE FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 will mark a milestone
in the history of football, and
the wonderful organisation of
this World Cup is a dramatic
response to all the disinformation and distortion campaigns
on the tournament, Ambassador of the People’s Democratic
Republic of Algeria to Qatar
HE Dr Mustafa Boutoura has
said.
In statements to QNA, the
ambassador said that Qatar has
always provided the best and
most prestigious organisation of
international events and tournaments, and that the 2022 FIFA
World Cup will go down in history as a pivotal moment for the
game, adding that it will remain
a source of pride for every Arab
and Muslim.
Boutoura extended his sincere congratulations and blessings to the His Highness the
Amir of State of Qatar Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani,
His Highness the Father Amir
Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al
Thani, and the government
and people of Qatar for the
great success that marked the
opening ceremony of the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022, which
is being held for the first time
in an Arab country.
He praised the contents of
the speech delivered by HH the
Amir during the opening of the
World Cup, and said that the
speech conveyed important
messages emphasising the importance of dialogue and cooperation between countries, and
the need for openness, tolerance and coexistence between
peoples and nations and overcoming differences by prioritising the values of humanity and
mutual respect.
The Algerian Ambassador
also stressed that the opening
ceremony was special, given
the messages it conveyed to the
world, as well as through various wonderful musical, cultural and visual performances
that reflected the identity and
heritage of the Gulf and the
Arab world, ultimately spreading from Al Bayt Stadium to the
world an aesthetic and creative
image of Qatar and the Arab
world that fused authenticity
with modernity, adding that
this was a source of pride.
He added that the opening
ceremony of the World Cup at

Qatar has
always
provided
the best and most
prestigious organisation
of international events
and tournaments, and
the 2022 FIFA World
Cup will go down in
history as a pivotal
moment for the game,
and it will remain a
source of pride for every
Arab and Muslim.
— HE Dr Mustafa
Boutoura, Algerian
ambassador
Al Bayt stadium was truly special and one of the most successful and best opening ceremonies of this global sporting
event ever, as its impact will
remain firmly in the global collective memory for many years.
The
ambassador
also
pointed out that this legendary
opening captured the attention
of followers all over the world,
and was a great response to
the disinformation, distortion
and targeting campaigns that
talked about the eligibility and
ability of Qatar as a host for
this global sporting event by
some circles known for their
own agendas.
Boutoura reiterated that
this remarkable success confirmed Qatar’s international
standing and its ability to host
the most important and largest
football event in the world as
the culmination of tremendous
efforts and painstaking work it
has exerted for 12 years.
He also noted that the presence of the President of People’s Democratic Republic of
Algeria HE Abdelmadjid Tebboune at the opening ceremony
is a confirmation of Algeria’s
support for Qatar on this historic day.
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JOY & JUBILATION AS

SAUDI
STUN ARGENTINA

Ecstatic Saudi fans turned Doha into a wedding
arena after the Saudi national team defeated its
Argentine counterpart in one of the biggest surprises in the history of the FIFA World Cup. The
Saudi, Qatari and Arab fans celebrated the victory on the Doha Corniche, near Lusail Stadium,
Katara and the fan areas.
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EDUCATION CITY STADIUM:
The Jewel of the Desert

The stadium’s design combines the Islamic architecture with amazing modernity

T

HE Education City Stadium is
one of the stadiums that will
host the FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022. Dubbed as the “Jewel of
the Desert”, design of the stadium inspired by the rich history of
the Islamic architecture mixed with
amazing modernity.
The Education City Stadium
symbolizes innovation, sustainability and progress for decades to
come, in line with Qatar National
Vision 2030. The stadium is located within the Qatar Foundation’s
Education City and has a capacity
of 40,000 spectators.
Its location in the heart of Education City gives the stadium its
uniqueness as it is overlooking the
most important main roads, starting from the Southern Khalifa district to the coastal city of Dukhan,
and passing through many residential areas that will be attractions for World Cup visitors.
The Education City Stadium

draws a chapter in the history of
the Islamic architectural art.
On the exterior, triangles create complex diamond-like geometrical patterns that sparkle as the
sun moves across the sky.
At night, a digital light show illuminates the façade, giving fans a
remarkable surprise performance.
Like diamonds, the stadium’s
design represents quality, durability and resilience, and will become
something to be treasured both
for the memories it holds and its
future value to the country and region.
The Education City Stadium
will host eight matches during the
World Cup 2022, with a capacity
reaching 40,000 fans. The number of the seats will be reduced to
20.000 after the end of the tournament after dismantling the seats of
the upper stands to donate them
to countries lacking sports infrastructure.

The stadium is the first World
Cup stadium to receive the fivestar Global Sustainability Assessment System program (GSAS)
in sustainability. It is a shining
beacon for sustainable and environmentally friendly stadium industry, a model to be guided by in
using smart building systems.
The stadium was announced
ready on June 15, 2020. It is located 12km from Downtown Doha, in
the western area of the south campus of the Education City.
The Education City Stadium
will be a model for others to follow
thanks to its use of smart building
systems, such as lighting and air
conditioning units that automatically turn off when not in use in order to reduce energy consumption.
The Stadium has environmentally
friendly design and construction
practices which help reduce the
carbon footprint of the stadium,
not only during the construction

phase, but throughout the usage of
the stadium.
The stadium was designed using the best internationally adopted practices, leading to high levels
of water and energy efficiency. At
least 20% of the materials used in
the stadium are from sustainable
sources.
In addition, 55% of the total
building materials were purchased
from local sources, so that it contributes to reducing carbon emissions from the stadium.
In the surrounding areas,
drought-tolerant endemic plants
were planted, accounting for 75%
of the total green spaces.
After the World Cup, the Education City Stadium will attract
students and surrounding communities through its three world-class
sporting pavilions: one for swimming, one for indoor sports, and a
final pavilion for a track and field
stadium.

Fans can easily reach Education City Stadium by car or Metro,
as it is only 7km from the heart of
Doha.
Characterized by the advanced
cooling technologies as in all stadiums of the FIFA Qatar 2022, a
moderate temperature is maintained throughout the year for
players and fans to feel completely
comfortable.
The design of the stadium also
provides fans with disabilities with
excellent accessibility and mobility, while those looking to get the
highest comfort can enjoy watching the matches from the hospitality areas and VIP guests.
Upon arrival, fans will notice
the beautiful green spaces and
state-of-the-art facilities surrounding the stadium including football
training grounds, a golf course,
and shops, all of which were built
with commitment to sustainability
and continuity standards.

Immersive fan experience at Education City Stadium

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

VISITORS to Education City Stadium on Tuesday enjoyed a range of
engaging activities in the lead up to
– and directly after – the Denmark

versus Tunisia FIFA World Cup
match.
Providing a unique insight into
the region – and Qatar Foundation
– offerings ranged from a traditional majlis to musical performances
showcasing the country’s culture
and heritage, as well as those of oth-

er nations taking part in FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022.
Sensory activations, such as
tactile walls and paths, as well as a
freestanding music wall with instruments and noise-making capacity,
were also on offer.
The action-packed activa-

tions were held across Education
City, leading from the various
transport hubs, parking spaces,
and drop-off locations to the stadium.
The next match at the Education
City Stadium will be South Korea
versus Uruguay on November 24.
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NU-Q student awarded Rhodes Scholarship
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

WILLIAM Gitta Lugoloobi, a
member of Northwestern University’s Class of 2023, has been
selected for the 2023 Rhodes
Scholarship, one of the oldest
and most prestigious international academic scholarship programmes in the world.
Each year, the Rhodes Trust
at the University of Oxford
awards fully funded scholarships to students from around
the world to pursue research
on issues in their regions while
completing full-time postgraduate study at the University of
Oxford.
Scholars awarded Rhodes Scholarships are selected
for their exceptional academic
achievement and intellectual
distinction, as well as their leadership and ambition for social
impact.

“Being named a Rhodes
Scholar is an incredible accomplishment and an exceptional academic achievement for
emerging scholars around the
world,” said Marwan M. Kraidy,
dean and CEO of Northwestern
University in Qatar (NU-Q).
“We at Northwestern University in Qatar are proud of William for this accomplishment.
Being named an East Africa
Rhodes Scholar comes as a recognition of his intellectual and
leadership distinction,” Kraidy
added, “This major award also
reflects the outstanding interdisciplinary and global education William Gitta Lugoloobi
that we at Northwestern Qatar
offer to our students.”
ferent research topics in the reAs part of the Rhodes gion.
Scholarship for East Africa proGitta Lugoloobi plans to ingramme, Gitta Lugoloobi, along vestigate the use of bots on social
with fellow scholarship recipi- media as a form of computational
ents from Burundi, Rwanda, propaganda in Uganda and how
South Sudan, Tanzania and they have been used to influence
Uganda, will be examining dif- the country’s public opinion and

politics in the lead-up to its 2026
presidential election.
“Uganda’s use of bots during
electoral seasons is an issue that
has been increasingly recognised
by scholars and social media
platforms such as Twitter and
Facebook,” said Gitta Lugoloobi.

“My research not only looks at
patterns in bot behaviour and
detects their political intent but
also examines how digital inequality has made the internet
in Uganda fertile ground for automated misinformation campaigns and attacks.”
A student from Uganda,
Gitta Lugoloobi’s interest in the
intersection of social media and
technology grew after taking a
statistics course in his second
year at Northwestern Qatar
where he learned to use machine
learning to build algorithmic
models to track misinformation
online. Since then, he has taken
this interest out of the classroom
and has co-founded and led the
school’s Data Science Club and
worked as a software engineer
intern at the Qatar Computing
Research Institute, where he
built machine learning models
to identify disasters through social media images.

“As a journalist with a software engineer’s toolkit, most of
the work I do in fields of media
and technology is geared toward making the world a better place, a value supported by
the Rhodes Scholarship,” said
Gitta Lugoloobi. “From designing news websites to using language models to identify and
fight misinformation online, I
hope that my work leaves an
impact on the lives of people
around the world and that I
am able to contribute to further
scholarship and leadership in
whatever roles come my way in
the future.”
Gitta Lugoloobi is the first
Rhodes Scholar from Northwestern University in Qatar and
the second Northwestern University student to be awarded
the Rhodes Scholarship this
year, joining Irena Petryk from
the Weinberg College of Arts
and Sciences.

Al Sultan Brahim’s reopening in Doha
preserves tradition with Lebanese cuisine

Rawabi Group brings largest
single-floor hypermarket in
Izghawa by end of Jan 2023

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

THE highly anticipated reopening of Al Sultan Brahim at Sheraton Grand Doha Resort & Convention Hotel, Qatar, has finally
arrived here and it’s paramount
that you be among the first
guests to relish the uniquely enchanting character of Lebanon’s
most famous restaurant.
Al Sultan Brahim is a venue that revives the spirit and
soothes the soul by preserving
the very essence of everything
that matters to you. Originally
established in 1961 as a seafood
restaurant on Lebanon’s coast,
Al Sultan Brahim’s mission has
always revolved around family,
tradition, great hospitality and
superb cuisine.
The Ramy brothers’ regard
for quality and service quickly
set the restaurant apart, giving birth to a one-of-a-kind
culinary sensation that became
the place to be for those with
a penchant for extraordinary
cuisine, a superb ambiance and
unparalleled service.

TRIBUNE NEWS NEWTWORK
DOHA

With Al Sultan Brahim’s
reopening in Doha, you would
be remiss to deny yourself the
sheer joy of savouring the culinary delights that make this
destination a culinary phenomenon, where dining is elevated
to unprecedented standards
and the ambiance rivals the
world’s most extraordinary restaurants.
The hearty flavours of the
mesmerising cuisine alone are
enough to astound your senses.
Every delightful bite is arresting and memorable, eliciting unrivaled sensations that
transform an already superb
dining experience into an un-

forgettable culinary event.
An exceptional menu features a vast selection of mouthwatering hot mezzes, including
the iconic Mediterranean plate,
that will thrill you beyond
words, while the delicious cold
mezzes, including the authentic
Mediterranean hummus, will
evoke a warm sense of blissful
nostalgia.
The delectable grilled red
mullet, a veritable slice of
heaven, gives new meaning to
wonders of the sea, while the
Sashimi platter will captivate
your taste buds and send you
on the most exquisite culinary
journey.

RAWABI Group Executive Director Ajmal Abdullah has announced that the group will
open its 17th retail store in the
GCC region and its largest single
floor hypermarket ‘Rawabi Hypermarket’ in Izghawa area by
the end of January 2023.
Abdullah made the announcement in the presence of
Rawabi management team, including Finance Manager Faisal
Panthalingal, Admin Manager
Mohamed Jamsheer, BDM Shiju Malayil, HR Manager Shanavas Raja Salim, Purchase Manager –Retail Ismail, Operations
Manager Retail Jojo Robert,
Management
Representative
Rayees, IT Manager Mohammed Ali, Manager Rawabi Hypermarket Izghawa Ansar.
Rawabi hypermarket Izgha-

wa store will occupy more than
120,000 square feet and feature
over 400 car parking slots, food
and non-food sections, department stores, kids’ entertainments area, cafes, food courts,
hot food sections, major food
and beverage brands, money
exchange, health club, premium
Arabic sweets store, Ooredoo
and Vodafone outlets, and international brand stores all in one
floor.
“We assure you that Rawabi
Hypermarket Izghawa will offers an ultra-modern shopping
ambiance that empowers consumers to shop for their choices
under one roof with quality
products and services,” Abdullah said.
The flagship store concept
will also include largest freshly
baked products, seafood section, meat shop, fresh fruit and
vegetable section in more than

25,000 Square feet area for
fresh produce.
The store will offer a wide
range of imported products in
different categories from over 45
countries to satisfy the needs of
customers. The store will ensure
ecofriendly environment concepts like low energy saving CO2
machines, plastic recycling machines, ecofriendly checkouts.
The store will also feature
smart retail concepts with express checkouts, self-checkouts,
online shopping with free home
delivery, click and collect, premium privilege club membership program, smart tokens for
the easy and convenient shopping for customers.
Moreover, it’s a family-centric concepts providing kids play
area, family checkouts, family
entertainment area and lounge
facility for premium privilege
club members.

Kalyan Jewellers celebrates passion for football with launch of Es Vida
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

KALYAN Jewellers, one of the largest
and most-trusted jewellery companies,
on Tuesday announced the launch of
its football-themed jewellery – Es Vida.
With the ongoing football World
Cup fever, the all-new limited edition
jewellery designs of Es Vida pays tribute to the country’s vibrant football
culture.
Es Vida is a Spanish phrase which
means ‘It’s Life’ – which is exactly what
football is to its millions of supporters.
This set of gender-neutral platinum
and rose gold jewellery from Kalyan
Jewellers provides fans with an opportunity to valiantly display their passion
for the game.
Talking about this unique football
memorabilia, Ramesh Kalyanaraman,
executive director – Kalyan Jewellers,
said: “We are delighted to introduce
Es Vida to the passionate and enthusiastic football community in India and
the Middle East. We believe that these
all-new soccer-inspired designs will be
something that the footballing com-

EsVida - Platinum jewellery

Football-themed Es Vida Pendents from KJ
munity would love to wear and flaunt
as they celebrate this game season. In a
brand first, we have associated with India’s football icons for the Es Vida campaign, and we hope that fan’s for whom
football is life, will embrace Es Vida.”
The brand campaign for Es Vida
features Indian youth icons Harmanjot
Singh Khabra and Nganbam Sweety

Khabra & Sweety Devi in EsVida from KJ
Devi, both players representing India’s
National Football Team.
Coming together for the first time,
Harmanjot Singh Khabra and Ngan-

bam Sweety Devi speak about what
football means to them. They advocate
that one should #WearYourPassion
– and is featured wearing the Es Vida

range of gender neutral jewellery from
Kalyan Jewellers.
Football fans can now wear their
passion as they cheer their favourite
football teams and sporting icons. Es
Vida designs are available at select
showrooms across Qatar, the United
Arab Emirates (UAE), Oman, Kuwait
and India, priced from QR2,200 upwards.
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MoCI recalls BMW
735i Saloon and 740i
Saloon 2022 model

SHURA DEPUTY SPEAKER MEETS UNOCT DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Tribune News Network
Doha

The Ministry of Commerce
and Industry (MoCI), in cooperation with Al Fardan Automobiles, Qatar’s BMW dealership, has announced the recall
of BMW 735i Saloon and 740i
Saloon 2022 model, as the
steering column of the steering
wheel does not meet the quality
standards, which makes it difficult to interchange.
The ministry said the recall
campaign comes within the
framework of its ongoing efforts
to protect consumers and ensure that car dealers follow up
on vehicle defects and repairs.

PHCC supports public
awareness of asthma
Tribune News Network

Deputy Speaker of the Shura Council HE Dr Hamda bint Hassan Al Sulaiti met with Deputy Director of
the United Nations Office on Counter Terrorism (UNOCT) Mauro Miedico in Doha on Tuesday. The meeting
reviewed a number of issues related to UNOCT’s efforts to combat terrorism, as well as ways to enhance
cooperation between the two sides. (QNA)

Doha

As asthma is one of the most
prevalent lung diseases, especially among children, the Primary Health Care Corporation
(PHCC) is offering advice for
asthmatic patients on how to
prevent and treat asthma attacks. This disorder is most
likely caused by internal genetic
(inherited) factors and external
factors people are exposed to
throughout their life.
Dr Mohamed Raslan, family
physician at PHCC’s Umm Slal
Health Center, said that external
factors include inhalation of air
polluted with dust, dust mites
on carpets or rugs, pollen or pet
dander, as well as inhalation of
smoke or fumes, perfumes and
other respiratory irritants. Cold
weather is also a common asthma trigger that can lead to an
asthma attack.
Asthma symptoms vary from
person to person. Its signs and
symptoms include a minor but
continuous cough that increases
at night and may lead to trouble
sleeping for children with asthma, as well as chest tightness or
pain, shortness of breath, wheezing when exhaling, especially
in children. The condition may
worsen to become instable and
develop speaking difficulties,
which is one of the most severe
signs of an asthma attack.
As colds and viral infections
are among the most common
causes of asthma flare-ups, Dr
Raslan advised asthmatic patients to get the seasonal flu vaccine on yearly basis, in particular,
before winter comes.
He also advised asthmatic
patients to avoid exercising in

Dr M Raslan
extreme cold air, and if necessary
for adults, they may exercise in
closed halls or on treadmills.
Dr Raslan recommended
wearing appropriate clothes
when going outside that fully
cover the entire body, including
the head, neck, mouth and nose,
adding that the clothes should
be with several layers that do
not cause sweating and give appropriate warmth. He said this
would isolate the body from
the cold surrounding it, thus
preventing possible asthma attacks.
Dr Raslan said that washing hands for 20 seconds with
soap and water is one of the best
ways to avoid getting viral infections, noting that parents should
change their children’s clothes
as soon as they come back from
public parks, places or gardens to
prevent any contact with respiratory irritants.
“Parents should consult their
family doctor about any medicines needed when going outside
to treat their children quickly and
effectively if case asthma attacks
occur after exercising, as there
are hand-held inhalers that can
be carried anywhere,” he added.

Turkish Airlines introduces Gift Card service
Tribune News Network
Doha

Turkish Airlines has made
another addition to the privileged services it offers to its
guests by introducing Turkish
Airlines Gift Card product and
offering a brand new option for
its guests through online channels.
With the new Gift Card service, Turkish Airlines guests
will be able to gift their loved
ones gift cards filled with flights

Qatar Tourism wins four
international accolades
for its global campaign
Tribune News Network
Doha

Qatar Tourism (QT) has won
several prestigious international accolades for its global
campaign ‘Experience a World
Beyond’, which highlights the
country as a sophisticated,
family-friendly, cultural and
luxurious tourist destination.
QT’s ‘Experience a World
Beyond’ campaign was named
World’s Leading Marketing
Campaign at the 29th World
Travel Awards at Grand Final Gala Ceremony in Oman,
and Middle East’s Leading
Marketing Campaign at the
29th World Travel Awards at
Gala Ceremony in Jordan and
World’s Best Tourism Authority Website.
In addition, the campaign’s
promotional film won first
place in the ‘Tourist Destination Country’ category at the
11th Zagreb TourFilm Festival.
The campaign also took first
place at the World’s Tourism
Film Awards, organised by
Committee of Tourism Film
Festivals (CIFFT) in Valencia,
which recognise promotional
films with creative excellence.
To date, the campaign has
reached over 500 million people worldwide, which has in
turn uplifted the key brand
equity metrics and helped es-

QT’s ‘Experience a World Beyond’ campaign was named World’s
Leading Marketing Campaign at the 29th World Travel Awards at Grand
Final Gala Ceremony in Oman.

The campaign’s promotional film
won first place in the ‘Tourist Destination Country’ category at the
11th Zagreb TourFilm Festival.
tablish Qatar as a global tourist
destination.
Commenting on Qatar
Tourism’s latest achievement,
Haya Al Noaimi, head of the
Promotion Sector at Qatar

Tourism, said: “We are delighted to see the continued success
of Qatar Tourism’s ‘Experience
a World Beyond’ campaign,
as it truly brought to life the
country’s rich experiences, be
it kayaking through the Al Thakira Mangroves or experiencing golden moments in Qatar’s
vibrant desert. The campaign
truly highlights Qatar as a premium destination for tourists
looking to create unique lifetime memories.”
To date, Qatar Tourism has
received over 20 awards for its
‘Experience a World Beyond’
campaign and its digital-led
approach, a testament to its
successful efforts to modernise
digital assets and launch innovative, personalised and datadriven experiences.

which are prepared for 10 different concepts such as New
Year, birthdays, Mother’s Day
and more. With this new service, goal is to enrich travel
experience, contribute to the
innovative and digital airline
approach and add value to
brand image.
On the new gift cards, Turkish Airlines Chief Marketing
Officer Ahmet Olmuştur said,
“We are working to offer distinguished services for our guests
in every stage of their travels

and develop new service models. With this new Gift Card
service, our guests will be able
to gift their loved ones flights
to all over the world with Turkish Airlines privilege. We hope
that this new project will be met
with satisfaction of our passengers from 129 countries our extensive flight network serves.”
Following the Individual
Gift Card, Turkish Airlines will
also offer Corporate Gift Cards
for companies to present them
the option to give their em-

ployees, customers and business partners a prepaid card
that can be used for purchasing
flight tickets from Turkish Airlines as incentives or rewards.
Additionally,
Compensation
Gift Card will also be offered to
guests to compensate them for
the mishaps during their travels.
Guests can access Turkish Airlines Gift Card through
our website at https://www.
turkishairlines.com/en-us/giftcard/gift-card-price-theme/

Snap and Qatar Tourism showcase
wonders of Qatar with augmented
reality experience at Doha Corniche
Tribune News Network
Doha

Snap Inc. has launched a series
of immersive augmented reality
(AR) experiences in collaboration with Qatar Tourism, inviting tourists from around the
world to experience the wonders
of Qatar.
From November 20 to December 18, those visiting Qatar
can head to Al Dafna Park at the
Doha Corniche to try the immersive AR experiences.
Residents and tourists alike
are invited to show their groove
and snap their photos at the Giant AR Mirror located on the
Corniche. By creating an augmented frenzy of celebration,
swirls, zigzags and footballs, the
lens will start animating using
Snap’s body tracking technology.
A photo will be snapped of their
time in Qatar and guests can
download and save the memory

by simply scanning the QR code
on the screen.
While queuing, guests will
also be directed to scan the
Snapcodes on the side plinth to
experience the immersive Sky
Segmentation lens. By using the
Face lens, users will wear a pair
of sunglasses and are invited to
experience the light show featuring the national animals of
Qatar.
As they swap the camera to
the World lens, Snapchatters are
transported to a magical night
sky filled with stars where they
will experience as a constellation of starts to unify to form a
Falcon, Whaleshark and Oryx.
When the constellations are
discovered and illuminated, the
animals come to life to represent
air, sea and land, inviting guests
to ‘Feel more wonder in Qatar’.
Hussein Freijeh, general
manager at Snap Inc. MENA,
said: “We’re pleased to partner

with Qatar Tourism to create a
series of immersive experiences
for everyone to enjoy at the heart
of Doha. As thousands of tourists
from all over the world arrive in
Qatar, Snapchat is giving them
the opportunity to creatively express themselves and join in the
excitement while they celebrate,
snap and share joyous moments
with their loved ones.”
Berthold Trenkel, chief operating officer at Qatar Tourism,
said: “We are excited to collaborate with Snapchat to bring
an immersive activation to life
through AR technology. We are
committed to delivering unparalleled emotion-filled experiences for our visitors. Qatar offers
tourists a myriad of beach activities across its sunny beaches,
world-class museums, arts and
culture, a variety of adventures
for thrill seekers and an exciting
range of local and international
culinary experiences.”

NOTICE
Name: Shaju Kunnummal Thazham
Indian Passport : L1595674
Qatar Id No: 27335624248
is temporarily leaving Qatar for vacation. Anybody
having any claim against him should submit the
same to us within 7 days from the date of this notice.
we will not be responsible for any claim whatsoever
after this date. Contact: 55833366 / 55683625
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Pakistan Prism

‘Need to put in more efforts in grooming
future leaders of technology field’
Experts discuss
pre- and post-FIFA
World Cup technology
trends at seminar

E

xperts discussed preand post-FIFA World
Cup 2022 technology
trends at a seminar organised by Pakistan Engineers Forum (PEF) Qatar
in coordination with Cytellect
Community on TNG School
Secondary Campus, Al Wakra,
recently.
The event commenced with
the recitation of Holy Quran by
Shaheer Bakali, co-founder of
Cytellect. Housekeeping guidelines were presented by Qaisar
Answer while Fahad Ismail
moderated the event.
Ahmad Javaid, founder
of Cytellect, a forum for cyber intellectuals, introduced
the Cytellect community by
presenting its purpose and
achievements. This community, he noted, is a non-commercial, non-political knowledgesharing community for cyber
intellectuals from any part of
the globe. Its prime focus is on
CXOs to nurture fresh talent
and train juniors to be able to
contribute to the community
to reduce the technology talent
deficit in the region.
Imran Chowdhury, global
head of Digital Privacy from
Al Jazeera, highlighted the
importance of preventive
measures to protect sensitive information from privacy
breaches. He elaborated on
the principles and accountabilities for digital privacy
management systems and further elaborated the key components of effective privacy
measures such as consent
management, data subject
rights, and the lawful basis for
processing Personally Identifiable Information (PII).
Dr Muhammad Ali Malik,
head of Information Security
Assurance from the media industry, presented the person-

Participants at the seminar organised by Pakistan Engineers Forum (PEF) Qatar and Cytellect Community on TNG School Secondary Campus, Al Wakra.

Abdul Khaliq presents a certificate to Head of Information Security Assurance Dr
Muhammad Ali Malik as Founder of Cytellect Ahmad Javaid and PEF President
Riyaz Bakali look on.

The event commenced with the recitation of Holy Quran
by Shaheer Bakali, co-founder of Cytellect. Housekeeping
guidelines were presented by Qaisar Answer while Fahad
Ismail moderated the event.
ality traits of cyber leaders.
He emphasised the need for
leaders to have a stronger understanding of the business
as compared to the underlying technology infrastructure
in order to effectively protect
the critical assets of businesses
from cyber breaches. Cyber
leaders, he noted, should hold
the mindset of cyber resilience
and be enablers to the busi-

ness. “Cyber leaders require
to improvise their competency
level to be able to mitigate the
risks of emerging technologies,” he explained.
This seminar also included a panel discussion, which
was moderated by Noor Hassan, co-founder of Cytellect.
The panel was shared by Imran Chowdhury, global head
of Digital Privacy, Al Jazeera;

Vice President of Global Sales & Business Development
Farhan Khan receives a certificate.

Ishtiaque Hussain, CEO of UTI
Cybersecurity, Cloud and IT
LLC; Ahmad Javaid, founder
of Cytellect Community; and
Farhan Khan, vice president of
Global Sales & Business Development.
The panellists highlighted
how technology has evolved
right from the industrial revolution era when the transition
to new manufacturing processes in Great Britain, Continental
Europe and the United States
occurred. Significant technological developments such as
steam power, mechanization,
integrated circuits, and electronics took place right up to

the information age now. The
panellists said that by 2025,
nearly 100 billion devices
would be connected to the Internet, 15 times more than the
earth’s human population.
Therefore, technologies such
as the Internet of Things (IoT),
5G, Cloud Computing, and Security & Cybersecurity are to
be foreseen to evolve rapidly in
the future.
The panellists then touched
upon how technology was an
integral component in preparations for the FIFA World
Cup in Qatar. The creation and
use of the ‘Hayya Card’ for instance, which is not only used

as a means of identification for
all ticket holders of the tournament, but also provides a number of other services such as the
provision of transport via Qatar
Rail/Mowasalat.
The panellists also elaborated the implementation of
a semi-automated referee offside technology feature. There
are 12 cameras installed on the
football fields operating at 50
frames per second (FPS) monitoring every player in real-time.
Any foul would immediately be
captured with the help of this
technology.
Technologies
emerging
post the FIFA World Cup are
cloud computing, artificial intelligence (AI), virtual reality
(VR), augmented reality (AR),
Internet of Things (IoT), and
drone technology. However,
one of the risks associated with
the adoption or implementation of these technologies is unemployment as technological
dependency is inversely proportional to human dependency, they noted.
The panellists then touched
upon the skillset deficit being
encountered in these emerging technologies. The emphasis
was on upgrading one’s profile
from traditional roles such as
a system specialist or a network engineer to the latest indemand roles such as a threat
intelligence specialist, AI implementer, etc.
Abdul Khaliq from the Pakistan Embassy appreciated
the efforts of PEF and Cytellect
and stressed the need to put in
more efforts in grooming future leaders in the technology
field.
Riyaz Bakali, president of
PEF, thanked the guest speakers and participants. He appreciated the efforts of the team
to organise the seminar and
the valuable insights experts
shared during the presentation
and panel discussion.
The event concluded with
an award-giving ceremony
where all participants were
given certificates of participation.

Pakistan International School Qatar QSindhis Social Forum
joins in FIFA World Cup celebrations fetes Madiha Naz Jakhro

T

he Pakistan International
School-Qatar organised a
colourful event to celebrate
the Qatar FIFA World Cup
2022.
The school premises was
decorated with Qatari flags,
colourful buntings, balloons,
collages and placards depicting the school’s creative and
innovative learning ideas. The
festivity included cultural,
sports and recreational activities designed to celebrate the
shared passion for football in
light of the FIFA World Cup
2022.
Students, faculty and staff
celebrated the day through
commemorative words, Qatar
history quizzes, cultural performances, march past, football
and throwball friendly matches, competitive classroom decorations and a variety of traditional activities. Clad in vibrant
and colourful costumes, students participated with impressive performances. Wearing
jerseys of their favourite football players, students proudly
marched with precision and
perfect synchronization.
The ceremony was attended by Pakistan International
School-Qatar Principal Nargis
Raza Otho, vice principals, academic heads of all five sections,
and HACD.

Q

Sindhis Social Forum (QSSF)
organised an event to honour
Madiha Naz Jakhro, who arrived
in Doha on the invitation of Generation
Amazing Foundation to deliver speech
at one of the FIFA-organised programmes.
“It is an honour for us to host Madiha
who is the only lady invited from Pakistan to attend the prestigious occasion in
Qatar,” remarked Junaid Mahar.
“Sindh is known as land of hospitality and wherever Sindhis go they form

Pakistan International School-Qatar Principal Nargis Raza Otho cuts a cake to mark the
occasion.

a mini Sindh to continue their inheritance of being good host and ambassador
of love and peace. QSindhis has always
played its role in the development of
Qatar and Pakistan. QSindhis actively
supported Qatar in preparation of FIFA
World cup and finally the day is here
when we all are witnessing the mega
event, being held in Middle East for the
first time.”
A large number of families attended
the event held at Zoaq & Ziafat Restaurant.
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News
in brief
At least 36 killed in factory fire in
central China
BEIJING: At least 36 people were killed in a fire that broke out at
a factory in central China, according to media reports. Two people
are still missing, broadcaster CCTV reported on Tuesday. The fire
accordingly broke out at the factory in the city of Anyang, in Henan
province, on Monday and was extinguished by the evening. It was
initially unclear what had caused the blaze. Two people are being
treated in hospital for light injuries, according to the reports. Over
200 rescue workers and 60 firefighters were deployed to the
scene. It was also not clear which factory was affected. Factory
fires and industrial accidents are not uncommon in China, due to
negligence and failure to comply with safety regulations. At least
37 people were killed in a fire at an illegally operated shoe factory
in the village of Hushi in the south-east Chinese province of Fujian
in October 2007 as the barred windows made it impossible for
many to escape. Many more workers sustained injuries. Police
later arrested the owner of the factory. (DPA)

Forty foreigners among those arrested
by Iran during protests

Rescue workers carry the body of a victim in Cianjur on Tuesday, following a 5.6-magnitude earthquake that killed at least 162 people, with
hundreds injured and others missing.

Rescue workers race to find
Indonesia quake survivors

Death toll from
the earthquake
soars to 268
DPA
JAKARTA

THE death toll from a magnitude-5.6 earthquake in Indonesia rose sharply to 268, with
151 still missing, according to
the country’s disaster management agency, as President Joko
Widodo promised to rebuild
homes damaged by the disaster. Widodo inspected the area
where workers were clearing
debris from landslides triggered by Monday’s quake in

Cianjur district in West Java
province and offered “deep
condolences” for the disaster.
“Roads that were buried
yesterday have been reopened,
thank God,” Widodo said. “This
will be followed by speedy rescue efforts for those who may
still be buried.” He said the
government would give up to
100 million rupiah (6,300 dollars) to residents whose houses
were damaged.
“The most important thing
is housing construction must
follow earthquake-proof standards set by the Public Works
Ministry,” he said.
The National Disaster Management Agency said 268 were
killed and 151 were listed as
missing.

More than 1,000 were injured and 58,000 were displaced, it said.
Rescue workers had found
14 bodies buried in a landslide
caused by the quake since late
Monday, said Army Chief General Dudung Abdurachman,
who oversaw work to clear debris in the affected area.
“We are still looking for
more victims,” he said.
Social Affairs Minister Tri
Rismaharini on Tuesday visited the affected region to assess
aid needs.
“We are preparing tents for
displaced people,” the minister
was quoted as saying by the
Antara news agency.
Henri Alfiandi, head of the
National Search and Rescue

Agency, said more than 2,300
buildings and homes were
damaged.
He said many of the dead
were children who were hit by
collapsed buildings while attending customary Islamic religious sessions after school.
The quake struck at 1:21 pm
(0621 GMT) with the epicentre
10 kilometres south-west of
Cianjur, the National Meteorological, Geophysical and Climatological Agency said.
The quake caused high-rise
buildings in Jakarta to sway,
prompting residents and office
workers to rush out in panic.
Indonesia sits on the Pacific
Ring of Fire, an area noted for
frequent earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.

Iran enriching uranium to 60% purity
DPA
VIENNA

IRAN is pursuing enrichment
projects at its central Fordo underground nuclear facility, in
addition to the Natans site, the
Iranian nuclear organization
said on Tuesday.
Iran has begun enriching
uranium to 60 percent purity
at the Fordo facility, Iran’s
ISNA news agency said, citing
the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI) on Tuesday.
The AEOI says this move
is in reaction to a resolution
passed last week by the UN’s
nuclear watchdog, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), which Tehran has
condemned as politically motivated.

A satellite image provided shows an overview of Iran’s Fordo Fuel Enrichment Plant (FFEP), northeast of the city of Qom.
The IAEA steering committee accused Tehran on Thursday of a lack of transparency

regarding Iran’s nuclear programme and indirectly threatened to call in the UN Security

Council. A resolution to this effect was passed in Vienna.
Iran threatened retaliation
shortly afterwards.
After the US pulled out of
the multi-party international
nuclear deal with Iran in 2018,
Tehran began to break restrictions agreed upon in the deal,
making IAEA inspections more
difficult.
Currently, Iran enriches
uranium to a purity level of 60
percent, which the IAEA says is
just below the 90 percent level
required for nuclear weapons.
The AEOI claims it is technically capable of increasing enrichment to 90 percent purity.
According to the 2015 Vienna nuclear deal, however,
Iran is not permitted to enrich
its uranium above 4 percent
purity.

Most Ukrainian thermal and hydro power
plants damaged by Russia, says official
DPA
KIEV

PRACTICALLY all thermal and
hydroelectric power plants in
Ukraine have been damaged
in Russian missile attacks in
October and November, the
head of the Ukrainian power
grid operator Ukrenerho said
at a press conference in Kiev on
Tuesday.
In addition, all important
nodes of the power grid have
been hit, Volodymyr Kudrytskyi said, adding that practically

A woman pushes her bicycle by a road past a sign reading “Stop-Mines”
near the village of Makariv, west of Kiev, on Tuesday.

every important substation had
taken at least one hit.
“The extent of the destruction is colossal,” he said.
Nevertheless, he said, repairs have succeeded in stabilising the system since Saturday.
There are now mainly scheduled and hardly any emergency
power cuts.
Russia invaded Ukraine almost nine months ago. After
considerable setbacks on the
front, Moscow began targeted
attacks on the country’s electricity supply.

BEIRUT: Forty foreigners are among the hundreds arrested by
the Iranian regime and accused of crimes connected to the
months-long nationwide protests in the country, Iranian judiciary
spokesperson Masoud Setayeshi told state news agency IRNA
on Tuesday. The spokesperson said those arrested are facing
charges including espionage and will face trial conducted under
Islamic criminal law. A total of 1,118 protesters in Iran have
been indicted on allegations of endangering national security,
Setayeshi said. At least six protesters have been sentenced to
death so far. The Iranian official said those sentenced could appeal. Protests in Iran have reportedly grown increasingly violent
in recent days. Since protests began in mid-September, more
than 300 demonstrators across Iran have died, including more
than 40 children, according to the UN Human Rights Office.
Other human rights activists place the number of dead at over
430 and say around 17,500 protesters have been arrested.
According to Iranian government sources, members of the state
security forces have died as well. The nationwide protests were
triggered by the death of 22-year-old Mahsa Amini, an Iranian
Kurdish woman. She died in police custody on September 16
after being arrested by Iran’s so-called morality police for violating stirct Islamic dress codes. (DPA)

European Commission approves further
€2.5bn in Ukraine support
BRUSSELS: The European Commission has approved a further
€2.5bn ($2.57bn) to support Ukraine, the commission’s president, Ursula von der Leyen, tweeted on Tuesday. The commission also plans to spend €18bn for Ukraine for 2023, with
funding disbursed regularly, she added. The money is intended
for “urgent repairs and fast recovery leading to a successful
reconstruction,” the German politician wrote. “We will keep on
supporting [Ukraine] for as long as it takes.” (DPA)

Summer 2022 heatwaves led to more
than 10,000 excess French deaths
PARIS: This summer’s extreme temperatures were responsible for
more than 10,000 excess deaths in France, according to a tally by
the health authority released on Tuesday. The report shows that
there were 10,420 more deaths than would normally be expected
between June 1 and September 15, the authority said, which is
equivalent to 6.1 percent more deaths than usual. The number
of excess deaths during three separate heatwaves this year even
saw spikes to 16.7 percent more deaths than usual during the periods in question. The most common victim was aged 75 or older.
There were also seven workplace injuries ascribed to the heat.
The summer of 2022 was the second-hottest on record for France,
since records began in 1900. Health authorities say the work highlights how important it is to prepare for extreme heat before the
heatwave arrives. That means working up strategies to deal with
climate change to minimise risk across the country. (DPA).

Britain’s Sunak warns of
‘challenging’ winter of
strikes & soaring inflation
DPA
LONDON

SOARING inflation, strikes and
spiralling NHS waiting lists will
cause a “challenging” winter,
British Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak has warned, as Britain
was forecast to suffer a deeper
recession than allies.
The prime minister braced
his Cabinet on Tuesday for misery in the coming months as
they discussed how to alleviate
the crises.
With nurses voting to strike,
Health Secretary Steve Barclay
warned the NHS backlog had
already been “significantly exacerbated” by the pandemic.
Downing
Street
said
400,000 people were currently
waiting more than 52 weeks
for operations, compared with
1,600 before COVID-19 hit.
Food prices and energy bills
have soared as inflation hit a
41-year-high of 11.1 percent,
with global fuel prices being
forced up by Vladimir Putin’s

war in Ukraine.
The British economy will
then contract more than any
of the world’s seven most ad-

Downing Street said
400,000 people were currently waiting more than 52
weeks for operations, compared with 1,600 before
COVID-19 hit. While inflation
hit a 41-year-high of 11.1%.
vanced nations in the G7, according to the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD).
Giving an account of the
Cabinet meeting, the prime
minister’s official spokesman
said: “Looking ahead to winter,
the Prime Minister said this
would be a challenging period
for the country caused by the
aftershocks of the global pandemic and the ongoing conflict
in Ukraine.”
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UDC inaugurates Corinthia Vodafone’s iPay
Golf Club on Gewan Island partners with
Mowasalat for
digital payment
Huge spike in number of visitors to Pearl Island since the start of the World Cup, says Khater
Satyendra Pathak
Doha

In a first of its kind on a manmade island, United Development Company (UDC) opened
the state-of-the-art Corinthia
Golf Club on Gewan Island on
Tuesday.
Minister of Sports and
Youth HE Salah bin Ghanem
Al Ali inaugurated Corinthia
Golf Club on Gewan Island in
the presence of UDC Chairman Turki bin Mohammed Al
Khater, UDC President, CEO
& Board Member Ibrahim
Jassim Al Othman and other
senior UDC and Corinthia officials.
The inauguration of United
Development Company’s new
state-of-the-art sporting facility falls in line with its efforts
to improve and diversify recreational and sports offerings,
at its flagship developments,
The Pearl and Gewan Islands
to provide an integrated residential and leisure experience
that fulfills the aspirations
of all residents, visitors, and
tourists alike.
Talking to Qatar Tribune
on the sidelines of the opening
ceremony, President, CEO &
Board Member Ibrahim Jassim Al Othman said, “This is
the first time that you see a Golf
course situated on an island
and this is something unique.
There is not much such development around the world.”
UDC had also recently introduced a series of new facilities and attractions at The
Pearl Island which have been
strategically launched in parallel to the FIFA World Cup
Qatar.
Commenting on the inauguration of Corinthia Golf
Club, Khater said, “The opening of Corinthia Golf Club fulfills UDC’s sustainable growth
strategy which aims at developing hospitality and entertainment sectors, given the
promising prospects they hold
for The Pearl and Gewan Islands, in light of the increase
in the number of visitors and
demand for UDC properties
and investments, which in turn
drives UDC to provide compre-

Tribune News Network
Doha

Minister of Sports and Youth HE Salah bin Ghanem Al Ali inaugurated Corinthia Golf Club in Gewan Island
in the presence of UDC Chairman Turki bin Mohammed Al Khater, UDC President, CEO & Board Member
Ibrahim Jassim Al Othman and other senior UDC and Corinthia officials.
hensive entertainment facilities and services.”
Khater told Qatar Tribune
there is a huge spike in the
number of visitors to Pearl Island since the beginning of the
FIFA World Cup in Qatar.
“Fans from across the world
are visiting in large numbers to
take part in the various offerings that we are providing on
Pearl Island during the World
Cup. The number of visitors
is expected to rise and we are
ready with many more entertainment activities for the fans
as the tournament progresses,”
Khater said.
Othman said, “The inauguration of Corinthia Golf Club

reaffirms that our projects and
developments are proceeding
in full swing as planned and
demonstrates the depth and
comprehensiveness of our entertainment vision through
integrated facilities and leisure
destinations which include
Corinthia Hotel Gewan Island
and its annex beach club, the
air-conditioned Crystal Walkway and seaside promenade,
and of course the recently completed Corinthia Yacht Club on
The Pearl Island.”
Corinthia Doha Managing
Director Matthew Dixon said,
“We are delighted to be launching the next phase of the wider
Corinthia development in

Doha, bringing another tier to
our launch following on from
the Corinthia Yacht Club.”
The golf course consists of
nine holes spread over sprawling greens of 32,000 square
meters surrounded by 616 trees
and 96 palm trees and adorned
by two sizable lakes, within
a total facility area of 57,980
square meters.
The golf club also provides
a temporary building to host
players until the completion of
the main facility within Corinthia Hotel, where the current
building includes a majlis and
a rooftop terrace in addition
to washrooms and lockers for
storing personal belongings.

iPay has announced its first
strategic partnership with the
official transportation company in Qatar, Mowasalat (Karwa). Customers can register
through the iPay application to
make instant digital payments
after completing their trips.
iPay, a secure e-wallet application, is part of Vodafone
Qatar’s Infinity Payment Solutions (IPS), a separate financial entity and 100 percent
subsidiary of Vodafone.
In line with Qatar Central
Bank’s recent announcement
stating that all businesses
must provide consumers with
access to digital payments, the
partnership also aims to drive
QCB’s vision for a cashless
economy by 2030.
Commenting on the partnership, Vodafone Qatar COO
Diego Camberos said, “This
partnership with Mowasalat
marks a significant milestone
in the development of iPay.
Through this collaboration, we
can support the drive towards
a fully digitized economy in
Qatar, as well as provide our
customers with a hassle-free
experience while making dayto-day payments.”
Speaking on this occasion,
Mowasalat (Karwa) Chief Administrative Officer Ahmed
Abdulrahman JA Al Muftah
said, “I am pleased to announce that Karwa customers will be the first in Qatar to
enjoy paying their ride fares
through the iPay e-wallet. This
step is part of the collaboration between the two entities
in many fields. This operatorindependent digital wallet is a
product conceptualized in Qatar, and we are happy to make
this available to our (Karwa)
customers as an addition to
the current (Karwa Taxi) App
payment options.
“We are moving towards
providing improved services
to our local community, by

Mowasalat Chief Administrative
Officer Ahmed Abdulrahman JA
Al Muftah

Vodafone Qatar COO Diego
Camberos
making every ride with (Karwa) a seamless, comfortable,
and enjoyable experience. At
Mowasalat, we believe technological innovation in our services is key to increasing our
customer base and ensuring
continued customer satisfaction.”
Vodafone Qatar provides
a comprehensive range of services including voice, messaging, data, fixed communications, IoT and ICT managed
services in the Qatar, for both
consumers and businesses
alike.

QIB hosts unforgettable events for customers
QIB lines up a series of activities to share the joy of the game with the community and visitors to Qatar from across the globe
Tribune News Network
Doha

In celebration of the greatest sporting
event in the world, Qatar Islamic Bank
(QIB), Qatar’s leading digital bank,
has been gearing up for this milestone
with a series of exciting activities and
events designed for its customers and
employees, as well as the community
and visitors to Qatar.
On this special occasion, QIB
launched a campaign showing Qatar’s celebrated traditions that sets it
apart from the rest of the world. QIB
launched three videos in line with this
initiative including ‘#HowWeDoItInQatar’ to introduce some of the traditions and interactions that define the
welcoming hospitality of Qatar and
the Middle East.
On the same occasion, QIB collaborated with renowned Qatari football player Abdulkarim Hassan for the
period of the tournament. Abdulkarim
Hassan was selected to support Qatar
throughout the tournament.
Furthermore, QIB decorated its
branches and launched a fun and interactive activities for the community
to take part in the showcase of Qatar’s
identity to visitors, while giving them the
opportunity to explore a new culture.
Billboards of Abdulkarim Hassan
have taken over key locations across
Qatar with the slogans ‘Qatar, Champions of Connecting the World’ and

QIB, Qatar’s leading digital bank, has organised a series of exciting activities and events designed for its customers and employees, as well as the community and visitors to Qatar
during the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.
‘Qatar, Champions of Achievements’
to applaud Qatar’s efforts in organizing
the first World Cup in the Arab world
and cheer for the national football
team as it makes its debut in the biggest football tournament in the world.
Social media aficionados can use
QIB’s special filters on Instagram and
Snapchat to share their support for the
participating teams using the hashtag
#SupportYourTeam. Users can also
share QIB’s lens and filter links with
anyone who has accounts on Snapchat
and Instagram.
Mashaal Abdulaziz Al Derham,
Assistant General Manager, Head of

Corporate Communications & Quality
Assurance at QIB, said: “This historical sporting event is an opportunity to
introduce our culture and traditions
to the whole world. We are very proud
to be part of celebrating a key milestone in the country’s history with our
customers, employees, and the wider
community, as well as with visitors
from all around the world.”
“As we celebrate the champions of
the world this year, we take pride in
collaborating with Abdulkarim Hassan and supporting Qatar in celebrating the biggest sporting event to be
hosted in our history and the region.

As part of this endeavour, we have
designed unique ways to engage with
our customers to share with them
the joy of this milestone through engaging activities, as well as exclusive
products and services. We believe in
the power of sports in bringing communities together and we are proud to
be supporting the private sector while
contributing to the diversification of
Qatar’s economy as part of Qatar National Vision 2030,” said Mashaal.
QIB has teamed up with Visa to
offer its Visa cardholders a chance
to win tickets through its ‘Spend and
Win’ campaign at Doha Festival City.

Running until November 30, 2022,
QIB Visa cardholders can enter the
draw for a chance to win a ticket to
attend the final match. Each QR250
spent at Doha Festival City will give
customers one entry in the draw.
Those who do not have QIB Visa
cards are still able to be part of the
campaign by applying for any Visa
card using the QIB Mobile App. To
download the App, all citizens and
residents in Qatar can visit their respective App Stores and search for
QIB Mobile. QIB customers can easily self-register to the App using their
Debit card details.
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QDB supports training
of Ophthalmologists
QNA
Doha

Ooredoo offers 10X
free local data for
Aamali customers
Data added automatically to customer accounts
for the duration of the FIFA World Cup Qatar
Tribune News Network
Doha

Ooredoo, the official Middle East & Africa Telecommunications Operator of the
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022,
now offers all new and existing Aamali Mobile business
customers 10X free local data
to celebrate the global football tournament.
Customers will have found
the data added to their plans
automatically prior to the
opening match of the competition on November 20, 2022.
Ooredoo Executive Director Business Thani Al Malki
said, “Once again we say upgrade your world to our business customers who can make
their businesses unstoppable

during FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022. This huge and free extra
data allowance can more than
match the increase in demand
that enterprises will face as
we welcome thousands of fans
and visitors to our country.”
“Customers could also
use some of the data to watch
the football on their devices,”
he added.
The 10X free data is valid
until December 18, 2022,
inclusive. Business customers can leverage the Ooredoo
Advantage, making Ooredoo
‘Best for Business’, thanks to
its breadth and depth of talent, best fixed and mobile
networks, broadest portfolio of ICT services and solutions, and trusted partner for
60 years.

The ‘Women in Conflict Areas’
initiative, led by Qatar Development Bank (QDB), carried
out a successful simulation of
ophthalmic surgery and nursing techniques through the Orbis Flying Eye Hospital.
A group of female ophthalmologists, who receive humanitarian support from the
State of Qatar, conducted the
simulation on board the plane
under the supervision of QDB,
and in cooperation with Qatar
Charity, over a one-week period in November.
The simulation is the hospital’s first international training program since the COVID-19 pandemic. It aimed at
providing appropriate training
for women who usually cannot access training opportunities so that they can support
more people within their communities. Participants from
seven countries, namely Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Sudan,
Somalia, Syria, and Yemen,
joined the training program,
with the aim of obtaining indepth simulation training on
eye surgery techniques by volunteers, employees, and specialists of Orbis.
The training project is part
of the new initiative launched
by Qatar Development Bank
on the sidelines of the 77th

The headquarters of QDB in Doha.
session of the United Nations
General Assembly in New York
in September, in an effort to
empower women in conflictaffected societies and motivate
them to confront crises.
Libyan ophthalmic surgeon
Dr. Israa Al Nayhoum commended the training week, saying that it was concentrated and
rich in information, and was
provided by expert volunteers
who shared the experience they
have gained over years.
She expressed pleasure
with this opportunity especially since the trainees in this
course do not have access to
the same equipment and techniques, nor such simulation.

Consultant ophthalmologist and Orbis volunteer Dr
Samita Mulani said that the
training was attended by participants from areas where
conflict can suppress their
ability to learn.
Over the course of a week,
the young women discussed
their personal and professional challenges, and the group
became a promising family
that supports and guides each
other, she noted.
She added that many parties have worked together to
implement this program, noting that Qatari executives,
Qatar Airways, and Hamad
International Airport provided

Oil prices gain after Saudi Arabia denies
report on talks with Opec+ to raise output
Agencies
New York

Oil prices gained on Tuesday after
Saudi Arabia denied a media report
that it was discussing a crude output
increase with the Opec+ group of oilproducing countries, which caused
the market to tumble a day earlier.
Brent, the benchmark for two
thirds of the world’s oil, was trading
1.5 per cent higher at $88.74 a barrel
at 3.47pm Qatar time. West Texas Intermediate, the gauge that tracks US
crude, was up 1.4 per cent at $81.17.
Prices fell about $5 late Monday
after the Wall Street Journal reported
that top crude exporter Saudi Arabia
was considering raising output targets by 500,000 barrels per day at the
Opec+ meeting on December 4.
“There is simply too much drama,
and false information out there and
traders are confused about it,” said
Naeem Aslam, chief market analyst at
Avatrade. The Journal’s report “made
no sense at all when it was released”,
Aslam said.
Crude futures rebounded to about
$88 a barrel after Saudi Energy Minister Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman
said the current output cut of 2 million bpd would continue until the end
of 2023.
“It is well known and no secret
that Opec+ does not discuss any decisions ahead of its meetings,” Prince
Abdulaziz was quoted as saying by the
Saudi Press Agency (SPA).
“If there is a need to take further
measures by reducing production to
balance supply and demand, we always remain ready to intervene.”
“First, the US will stop selling its
strategic petroleum reserves. And second, the EU sanctions against Russian
oil will become effective in December,” she said. “Both, should support
another leg higher in oil.”
Despite the large Opec+ cut last
month, prices have slumped in recent
weeks on concerns of a global economic slowdown and China’s restrictive Covid-19 policy, which has prevented fuel demand from returning
to pre-pandemic levels in the world’s
second-largest economy and biggest
importer of crude.
“Oil is going to have trouble
finding a floor, with a deteriorating
crude demand outlook for both [the]

Crude futures rebounded to about $88 a barrel after Saudi Energy Minister Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman said the current output cut of
2 million bpd would continue until the end of 2023.
world’s largest economies,” said Edward Moya, senior market analyst at
Oanda.
“Until we get some positive news
from either China or the US, the dollar
will continue to rebound and crude’s
path appears to be headed lower.”
China has had several Covid-19
outbreaks, from Zhengzhou in central
Henan province to Chongqing in the
south-west. It reported 26,824 new
local cases for Sunday, close to the
peak reached in April.
Chinese Vice Premier Sun Chunlan called for “immediate, resolute
and decisive measures” to contain the
current outbreak in Chongqing, a key
industrial centre, the official Xinhua
news agency reported.
“The warnings from key Chinese
officials are the primary driver behind
oil’s current slump,” said Mr Moya.
Meanwhile, physical crude markets are already showing the effects of
the looming EU embargo on Russian
crude exports, he said.

The Group of Seven advanced
economies is set to place a price cap
on Russian crude exports from December 5. Details of the level of the
price cap are expected to be released
later this week.
“Europe has been quickly erasing
its dependence with Russian crude
and that will continue as we approach
the oil price cap deadline,” said Moya.
Saudi officials have been adamant
that their decision to cut production
last month wasn’t designed to support
Russia’s war in Ukraine. Instead, they
say, the cut was intended to get ahead
of flagging demand for oil caused by
a global economy showing signs of
slowing down.
Raising oil production ahead of
the price cap and EU embargo could
give the Saudis another argument that
they are acting in their own interests,
and not Russia’s.
Another factor driving discussion
around raising output: Two big OPEC
members, Iraq and the United Arab

Emirates, want to pump more oil,
OPEC delegates said. Both countries
are pushing the oil-producing group
to allow them a higher daily-production ceiling, delegates said, a change
that, if granted, could account for
more oil production.
Under OPEC’s complex quota system, the U.A.E. is obligated to hold
its crude production to no more than
3.018 million barrels a day. Stateowned Abu Dhabi National Oil Co.,
which produces most of the U.A.E.’s
output, has an output capacity of 4.45
million barrels a day and plans to accelerate its goal of reaching 5 million
barrels of daily capacity by 2025. Abu
Dhabi has long pushed for a higher
OPEC quota, only to be rebuffed by
the Saudis, OPEC delegates have said.
Last year, the country was the
lone holdout on a deal to boost crude
output in OPEC+, saying it would
agree only if allowed to boost its own
production much more than other
members.

the necessary support for the
plane - Flying Eye Hospital which is the only internationally accredited teaching hospital for ophthalmology.
In her turn, the Associate
Director of Clinical Services at
the hospital Dr. Maria Romero
said that there are 112 million
women suffering from blindness globally, and the availability of workers in the field
is critical, stressing the importance of creating opportunities
and such programmes.
Romero also emphasized
the importance of strong partnerships and teamwork as vital
and necessary to reduce blindness everywhere.

Australian Parliament
passes trade deal with
India, says Albanese
ANI
Canberra

Australian Prime Minister
Anthony Albanese on Tuesday announced that country’s Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) with India has
passed through its Parliament.
“BREAKING: Our Free Trade
Agreement with India has passed
through parliament,” Albanese
tweeted. This comes a few days after Albanese said that he will visit
India in March next year. He announced this on the sidelines of
the 17th edition of the G20 summit.
“I also met with Prime Minister
Modi of India, where we discussed
the finalization of the closer economic cooperation agreement between Australia and India, which
we regard as being very important
for expanding the economic relationship between Australia and
India. I will visit India in March,”
said Albanese while addressing the
presser on Wednesday.
“We’ll take a business delegation to India. And that will be an
important visit and an upgrade in
the relationship that we have between our two nations,” he added.
Last week, Australian Trade
Minister Don Farrell said that the
trade agreement with India presents an enormous opportunity for
Australian services companies and
professionals accessing the Indian
market.
“The quality of this Agreement,
in terms of market access and
opportunity for Australian businesses, demonstrates India’s commitment to our bilateral economic
partnership,” Farrell said.
“India presents unparalleled
growth opportunities for Australian business across a range of sectors, from food and agriculture,
technology and green energy, to
health and education services,” he
added.
The Australia-India Economic
Cooperation and Trade Agreement
(ECTA) was signed on April 2.
According to the Australian
government, the agreement will
secure Australia’s foothold in the
world’s fastest growing large economy and enable Australian businesses to unlock or expand their
operations in a market of nearly
one and a half billion consumers.
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Media prejudgment is
temporary, reality on
ground will prevail: FM
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FM meets US Secretary of State

Continued from page 1 

THE FM confirmed that the human rights issue in Qatar is the
state’s responsibility toward the
Qatari people and everyone who
lives on the land of Qatar, stressing that Qatar has been decisive
on this matter and that the reforms adopted are intended to
serve this objective.
Some media institutions
did not take the reforms made
by Qatar into consideration,
but they came out with a prejudgment even without visiting
Qatar or engaging in a conversation with the state’s officials,
even though Qatar always opens
its doors to everyone and has
been engaging in dialogue since
the start of these attacks, the FM
said.
Qatar cannot alter the opinions of those who want to compromise its reputation to attain
their goals or other intentions,
he said, adding that such goals
have nothing to do with Qatar, however, the vast majority
of people and football masses
when they came to Doha were
surprised by the success of the
preparations.
He called on the media to
focus on football and everything
that happens on the pitch, adding that those who would like
to make prejudgments solely
for achieving other goals, will
only have a temporary impact,
but ultimately the reality on the
ground will prevail to talk about
itself.
He said the tournament is a
platform for the convergence of

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs HE Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani and US Secretary of State Antony
Blinken speak at a joint press conference in Doha on Tuesday.
peoples, cultures and all civilizations to enjoy the atmosphere
provided by Qatar, as well as the
hospitality of the Qatari people
and residents of Qatar.
The US Secretary of State
Antony Blinken said Qatar has
outdone the US in hosting the
amazing and detailed dialogue,
just like it did in terms of entertainment.
He added that bilateral relations are at the peak of the 50year diplomatic relations and
that cooperation is now stronger
than ever before, the result of
which is that the US and Qatari
peoples are now in a better situation.
The security ties with Qatar is the most powerful one,
highlighted by the fact that Qatar hosts one of the largest US
military bases in the region, he
said, noting that it serves as an
anchor for regional security and
stability.
He pointed out that the US

president Joe Biden designated
Qatar as a major non-NATO ally
last March. He also said that this
was followed several months
later by delivering F-15 aircraft
to Qatari Amiri Air Force to augment its defensive capabilities
and made the armies amenable
to interoperability.
Blinken affirmed that the US
and Qatar are engaging in the
region and outside the region to
bolster stability, defuse tensions
and end the conflicts.
He noted that Qatar had
provided vital economic aid to
the Palestinian people, helped
pay the salaries of the security
forces in Lebanon and has been
a mediator in the peace agreement between the Chadian
transitional government and the
opposition groups, adding that
Qatar is constantly working to
heal the regional rifts which is
essential in addressing the common challenges facing the US
and its partners.

Qatari missions abroad mark
FIFA World Cup 2022 kick-off
QNA
DOHA

QATARI diplomatic missions
have continued their celebrations to mark the kick-off of the
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 by
hosting a variety of events and
activities on the occasion.
The Embassy of Qatar in
Russia hosted a celebration on
the occasion attended by Russian Minister of Sports Oleg
Matytsin, Special Representative of the Russian President
and Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Mikhail Bogdanov, a number of Their Excellencies heads of the diplomatic

missions, and a number of athletes and Russian media representatives.
In a speech on the occasion, Ambassador of Qatar to
Russia HE Sheikh Ahmed bin
Nasser Al-Thani said that Qatar attaches great importance
to sports and athletes, noting
that the FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 is a global event that is being held for the first time in the
Middle East.
The ambassador said Qatar
World Cup will introduce the
world to the economic, cultural
and urban renaissance in the
State of Qatar.
Oleg Matytsin congratu-

lated Qatar on hosting the
global sporting event, noting
that Russia has supported, and
still supports the Qatari partners, and has provided all the
assistance that Qatar needed.
He expressed his confidence in
Qatar’s ability to organize the
World Cup at the highest level,
and to provide the opportunity
for millions of guests to discover its excellence and hospitality.
Qatar’s embassies in Austria, Greece, Kenya, Ethiopia,
the Netherlands, Georgia, India, Paraguay and Peru also
hosted receptions on the occasion of the kickstart of the FIFA
WC Qatar 2022.

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs HE Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani
met on Tuesday with US Secretary of State Antony Blinken on the sidelines of the Fifth Qatar-US Strategic Dialogue, currently taking place in Doha. During the meeting, they discussed the close relations
between the two countries in all fields, international issues of common concern, especially the developments on the negotiations to return to the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) with the US. They
also discussed the situation in the Palestinian territories, Iraq and Lebanon, and the repercussions of the
crisis between Russia and Ukraine and ways to resolve it peacefully, in addition to several issues of common interest. Blinken praised the distinguished organization of the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022. (QNA)

QF’s Education City to screen
FIFA WC Qatar 2022 matches
22 games to be shown live in a family-focused atmosphere at Oxygen Park
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

FOOTBALL fans from Qatar
and around the world are being invited to watch the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022 action
unfold at Qatar Foundation’s
(QF) Education City, as it hosts
free family-friendly screenings
of the tournament’s matches.
Throughout the four-week
sporting showpiece, Education
City – home to one of the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022 stadiums – will be open to everyone
to enjoy a range of events and
activities, and its popular green
space Oxygen Park will have a
big screen showing 22 games
live, starting with four matches
on Friday, November 25, and
including next month’s semifinals and final.
Qatar’s
group
games
against Senegal (Friday, November 25) and the Netherlands (Tuesday, November
29) will be among the matches
screened at Education City,
with activities being provided
for families to enjoy alongside
the football, and food and beverage outlets available. Those
attending the screenings do not
need to have a Hayya card.
From November 25, games
will be shown at Oxygen Park
on every match day during the
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
except on days when the Education City Stadium is hosting
games. The full schedule and

guidance on how to access Education City to watch the match
screenings – with visitors being
advised to use public transport
– can be found at www.qf.org.
qa/wc-screenings
During the FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022, through its
campaign ‘It’s Only Football if
it’s For All’, QF will be offering
an array of festivals, activations
and fun for the local, regional
and global community at Education City, all designed with
accessibility in mind. These include the second edition of QF’s
D’reesha Performing Arts Festival, which takes place from
December 11 to 17 at Oxygen
Park under the theme of ‘Travel
and Adventure’ and will showcase the richness and vibrancy
of Arab culture to the world.
More details of the lineup of
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
activities at Education City can
be found at www.qf.org.qa/

education-city-world-cup
QF will also be providing
an inclusive, accessible welcome to every supporter attending matches at the Education City Stadium over the
coming weeks through the
Education City fan experience, which will feature performance including singing,
dancing and freestyle football,
with artistes with disabilities
among the performers.
The fan experience reflects
QF’s commitment to accessibility by including a range of sensory activations, rest benches
with wheelchair access, and
support for fans with limited
mobility, while a team of QFtrained accessibility volunteers
who are part of the FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022 volunteering
force will be on hand to help.
For more information, visit
www.qf.org.qa/events/education-city-fan-experience

Postage stamp expo at Katara set to introduce fans to WC history
QNA
DOHA

THE World Cup Postage
Stamp Exhibition will open
its doors to visitors at the
Arab Postal Stamp Museum in
Building No. 22 of the Cultural
Village Foundation (Katara)
on Wednesday.
The exhibition is one of
the events organized by Katara
in conjunction with the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022. It includes more than 340 stamp
panels from all over the world,
including 280 panels about the
FIFA World Cup tournaments
from its first edition held in
1930 in Uruguay until the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022.
The exhibition also includes a distinguished and
rare collection of World Cup
holdings, including souvenirs
that are displayed for the first
time with the participation of

amateurs from Qatar, Italy
and Brazil.
Director of the Qatar Club
for Amateur Stamps And
Coins Hussein Rajab Al Ismail
said in a statement to Qatar
News Agency (QNA) that the
exhibition sees the participation of Brazilian and Italian

amateurs, and two Qatari
amateurs, in addition to the
collections of the Club and the
Arab Postal Stamp Museum.
He explained that the exhibition includes stamps of
the World Cup football tournaments, issued since 1930
until now, in addition to a

wide range of sports collectibles for famous players and
referees which include original shirts, cups, balls, medals, commemorative figures
and pictures from the various
FIFA World Cup tournaments
since the first edition.
He added that the exhibi-

tion also includes a large collection of old match tickets
and letters from players to
their fans. There is also a special pavilion for the stamps
issued by Qatar Post for the
2022 FIFA World Cup Qatar.
He explained that the exhibition is being held in conjunc-

tion with the FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022 with the aim of introducing the fans and visitors
to the history of the World Cup
tournaments from its first edition until the current edition
hosted by the State of Qatar,
which have been documented
through stamps.
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‘SEISMIC’ & HISTORIC
For Saudi Arabia, it was a maiden triumph in any of their
World Cup openers and their first ever win against the
South American side.

Saudi Arabia are the first non-European
team to beat Argentina at the World Cup
since Cameroon in 1990.

Argentina suffered the biggest shock in World Cup
history, following England’s loss to the United States in
1950, and West Germany losing to Algeria in 1982.

Saudi Arabia’s Salem Al Dawsari (No. 10) celebrates
scoring his team’s second goal during the FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022 Group C match against Argentina at
the Lusail Stadium on Tuesday. (AFP)

Saudi Arabia magic floors Argentina at electric Lusail Stadium in front of 88,012 spectators
SCORELINE

Ikoli Victor & Vinay Nayudu

C

Lusail/Doha

all it magic or miracle,
Saudi Arabia made
history by turning the
footballing world upside down with an explosive
2-1 victory over Argentina in
a Group C match of the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022 at the
80,000-capacity Lusail Stadium on Tuesday.
One of the biggest upsets
in World Cup history, the
Green Falcons’ triumph sent
shockwaves across the globe.
For Argentina it was a terrible
Tuesday. The co-favourites
of the tournament were left
stunned by the first defeat for
Argentina in the World Cup
opener since famously losing 1-0 to Cameroon in 1990.
It also ended their unbeaten
36-games streak.
Amazingly, riding on
a penalty strike goal from
Messi, Argentina had held
on to their 1-0 lead until the
break before Saudi Arabia hit
back. And, it was an incredible five-minute spell in the
second half that saw Saleh Al
Shehri and Salem Al Dawsari
turn the game on its head as
Saudi Arabia went 2-1 up
by the 53-minute mark before withstanding an Argentina
onslaught
and
secure the greatest result in
their history.
Up with the lead, Saudi
Arabia held on with a super
display of tactics, off-side
traps and great goalkeeping of Saudi Mohammed Al

Argentina

1

Lionel Messi 10’ (P); Saleh

Saudi Arabia’s forward #11 Saleh Al Shehri shoots to score his team’s first goal during the FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022 Group C match against Argentina at the Lusail Stadium on Tuesday. (AFP)
Owais that saw the brave side
emerge as heroes.
Although for Argentina,
some of their scoring shots
were ruled out by perfect VAR
technology.
For the Saudis, it was also
a maiden triumph in any of
their World Cup openers and
their first-ever win against the
South American side. A watershed moment for the first
World Cup of the Middle East
and the Arab region.
Messi broke the deadlock
for Argentina from the spot
in the 10th minute as his team
seemed to have the game un-

der control as they targeted a
record-equalling 37th international match unbeaten.
But they were soon frustrated as Messi and Lautaro
Martinez, twice, were tricked
by a strong Saudi defensive
line and saw their goals ruled
out for offside.
Argentina were rattled in
the 48th minute when Saleh
Al Shehri, Saudi’s top scorer
in qualifying, beat a sleepy defence with a brilliant left foot
strike through went through
to the right corner.
Messi and his teammates
were once again astonished

when Salem Al Dawsari
took a rebound and curled
the ball with a solid right foot
kick which rocketed into the
far right corner to fire Saudi
Arabia - ranked 51 in the
world - into the lead. The
goal sent the stadium into a
frenzy as a sea of green leapt
in joy.
The livened up contest
continued to enthrall as Saudi
keeper Mohammed Al Owais
made fantastic saves to deny
Nicolas Tagliafico from close
range and a late Messi header.
Abdulelah Al Amri was
also a key to the win as he pre-

vented an Argentina equalizer
by clearing the ball off the line
in added time.
The eight minutes of stoppage time indicated by the
referee turned into an extra
14 minutes played after Saudi defender Yasser Shahrani
went down after being hit by
Al Owais’ knee.
There was a lot of concern,
but the player signalled he
was alright as he was carried
off on the stretcher.
The late drama and the
extra minutes, however, were
not enough for Argentina to
find a late equalizer in one of
the competition’s biggest ever
shocks - matching Argentina’s
1990 defeat as holders and
then-champions France losing to Senegal in 2002.
Harve
Renard,
the
56-year-old Frenchman and
coach of Saudi Arabia, must
be credited for his masterful
tactics in achieving this result.
Argentina had 70% possession to Saudi Arabia’s
30%, with six yellow cards

S Arabia

2

Al Shehri 48’, Salem Al Dawsari 53’
shown, including the impressive Al Owais. Argentina had
seven corner kicks to one for
their opponent, and the Saudis committed 21 fouls in the
game. The Messi-led team
had four shots on goal, while
the Saudis converted their
two chances to earn a memorable victory over the twotime world champions.
Argentina are now arguably the victims of the biggest
shock in World Cup history,
up there with England’s loss
to the United States in 1950
and West Germany losing to
Algeria in 1982.
Saudi Arabia now play Poland on Saturday, and Mexico
next Wednesday with great
hopes of qualifying for the
Round of 16.
If Argentina need something to cling to, it is that
they reached the final following that opening defeat 42
years ago. They meet Mexico
on Saturday, and Poland next
Wednesday.
(inputs agencies)
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Saudi Arabia went into their opener unfancied;
Argentina had gone 36 games unbeaten

Saudi Arabia’s goalkeeper
Mohammed Al Owais and
teammates celebrate at the
end of their Group C FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022 match against
Argentina at the Lusail Stadium
on Tuesday. (AFP)

S

aeed Al Owairan described his swashbuckling goal against Belgium at USA 1994 as “a
Saudi miracle.” And it was. The
attacking midfielder hotfooted
across the Robert F. Kennedy
Memorial Stadium, slaloming
past opponents from inside
his own half into Belgium’s
penalty area, before slamming
the ball into the roof of a net
guarded by no less than Michel
Preud’homme, who would win
the Lev Yashin Award at that
very tournament.
It is, astonishingly, no
longer top of the list of Saudi
miracles. Today, a 90-minute
supernatural occurrence dethroned 10 seconds of genius.
Saudi Arabia went into
their Group C opener as the
immeasurable underdogs. Argentina had gone 36 games

Argentina, victims of one of the biggest shocks in World Cup history, are up there with
England’s loss to the United States in 1950 and West Germany losing to Algeria in 1982

The mother
of
Saudi miracles

unbeaten and needed just one
more to equal Italy’s world record. With a backline that had
kept 13 clean sheets in its last
15 internationals, and an attack featuring Angel Di Maria,
Lautaro Martinez and Lionel

Messi, that was a given. Furthermore, Asian sides had been
overwhelmed in their first two
outings at Qatar 2022, with Ecuador cruising to victory over
the hosts and England thrashing Iran 6-2.

Confidence and faith reasons for
our historic win: Coach Renard
Khalid Tawalbeh

And it seemed a question
not of the outcome, but of how
many Argentina would win
by in the early stages. Lionel
Messi put them 1-0 up from
the spot after 10 minutes, and
Lionel Scaloni’s side had three

Saudi Arabia’s French coach Herve Renard during the match.
were goals cancelled with the be a great motivation to conhelp of VAR but if the Argen- tinue to perform well and reach
tines had scored a second goal, the second round.”
Al Owais was all praise for
they might have finished the
match.”
the fighting spirit shown by all
Goalkeeper Mohammed Al the players in the team. He said
Owais, who was crowned best they believed in their ability to
player of the match, credited return in the second half and
team effort for the win. “I was turn the tables.”
not the only one who made the
Striker Saleh Al Shehri, who
precious victory possible. The scored the equalizer, thanked
whole team made great efforts the Saudi people and the Arab
for the three points, which will fans for the victory.”

goals disallowed for offside.
The Saudis, however, didn’t
let their heads drop. Whatever
coach Herve Renard said at
half-time, it sent them out optimistic. Expectant even. Saleh
Al Shehri, within minutes,

equalised. Soon after, having
magically kept the ball from
three Argentinians, Salem Al
Dawsari made it 2-1.
Thereafter it was down to
defensive heroics. Ali Al Bulaihi and Hassan Al Tambakti
were rocks at the heart of the
rearguard. Goalkeeper Mohammed Al Owais made several outstanding saves.
The final whistle sounded
and Saudi Arabia had pulled
off one of the greatest upsets in
World Cup history – one that
gives them a great chance of
reaching the knockout phase
for the first time since 1994.
Italy’s world record had
been preserved. Saeed Al
Owairan’s distinction had been
lost. Not that he will care in
the slightest. Today was not
only the Green Falcons’ zenith,
but every Saudi football fan’s
proudest moment. (Fifa.com)

‘No excuses’ - Messi shocked after
Argentina suffer Saudi defeat
STATS Perform/dpa

DOHA

Saudi Arabia coach Herve
Renard, while congratulating
his team on the historic victory
against tournament favourites
Argentina on Tuesday, said the
win was important considering
that it came in their first outing
at the FIFA World Qatar 2022.
“They
created
history
through this victory which will
remain in the minds for a long
time,” he said at a post-match
press conference.
Renard said he had reposed
full faith in his players during
their training. There was also
no pressure put on them by the
officials before the tournament.
The Frenchman said, “We
celebrated for twenty minutes,
and this is enough from my
personal point of view because
we are facing other challenges.”
The coach said: “I really
didn’t like the performance in
the first half, we were falling
back a lot, and we also didn’t
put pressure on the opponents,
we conceded a goal and there
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Lionel Messi says Argentina
have “no excuses” after they
fell to a hugely disappointing
2-1 loss to Saudi Arabia in their
World Cup opener at Lusail
Stadium on Tuesday.
“There are no excuses,”
Messi told reporters in a postmatch news conference.
“It’s a very hard blow for everyone, we didn’t expect to start
like this. We are going to be more
united than ever. This group is
strong and they have shown it.
“This is a situation that we
did not have to go through in
a long time. Now we have to
show that this is a real group.
“Things happen for a reason. We have to prepare for
what’s coming, we have to
win and it depends on us.” After
Messi converted from the spot
to put Argentina 1-0 up after
just 10 minutes, Lionel Scaloni’s men remarkably saw three
goals chalked off for offside before half-time as Saudi Arabia
employed a bravely high line.
Messi complimented Herve

Renard’s side for their defending, but conceded Argentina
could have done more to break
through. He said: “We knew
that [Saudi] Arabia is a team
with good players, that moves
the ball well and that advances
the [defensive] line a lot.
“We had worked on it, but
that’s why we had many goals
ruled out. Perhaps we did not
find the right moment to avoid

falling into the trap.”
The defeat ended a run
of 36 matches unbeaten, and
Messi feels La Albiceleste need
to get the fundamentals right to
bounce back and salvage their
World Cup campaign which is
personal fifth and last.
Messi added. “It’s up to us
to correct what we did wrong,
[and] try to get back to the base
of who we are.”

Argentina’s forward Lionel Messi is tackled by Saudi Arabia’s defender
Hassan Altambakti during their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 at the
Lusail Stadium on Tuesday. (AFP)
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greatest
FIFA World Cup

upsets

1998

The

Spain
2-3 Nigeria, France
Nigeria were playing in only their second

World Cup. Though they had made a good
impression in their first, four years earlier,
when they reached the Round of 16, they
were not expected to trouble a strong
Spain side featuring the likes of Fernando
Hierro, Raul and Luis Enrique.

France
0-1 Senegal, Korea / Japan
This upset came in the opening match of the tournament.

E Germany 1-0 W Germany,

1974

Though deprived of the services of the injured Zinedine Zidane,
defending world champions France looked to have an even
stronger side than the one that had lifted the world title on
home soil four years previously. Les Bleus were also reigning
European champions, having won the continental title in 2000.
As for Senegal, this was their first ever World Cup finals match.

Germany

This was East Germany’s World Cup debut, while
their western neighbours were established World
Cup heavyweights and were aiming to win a second world title, this time on home soil.

team-mates to put on a show in the opening match
in Milan, the defending champions never got into
gear and went down to a side making only their second World Cup appearance.

1998

Argentina
0-1 Cameroon, Italy
While the world expected Diego Maradona and his

Brazil
1-2 Norway, France
The Norwegians’ comeback came in the last

match in Group A, with Brazil having won
their first two matches and Norway drawn
theirs. It was only the Scandinavians’ second
victory in a World Cup match.

Korea Republic 2-1 Italy,

This Round of 16 tie was Korea Republic’s first
in six appearances. The Italy line-up was packed
with star players from the world’s strongest
league at the time.

2022

Korea, Japan

Argentina
1-2 S Arabia, Qatar
Colossal. Argentina began Qatar 2022 as the

second favourites to lift the trophy behind Brazil.
Furthermore, the first two Asian teams to play at
this competition were beaten soundly, with Ecuador cruising to victory over the hosts and England
thumping IR Iran 6-2. And when Lionel Messi,
Lautaro Martinez and Co went 1-0 up, it seemed
more a question of how many they’d win by rather
than what the result would be.

group containing three former world champions. Defying expectations, the Costa Ricans
kicked off with a win over Uruguay in their
opening game and then showed it was no accident by overcoming for Italy in their second
match.

England
0-1 USA, Brazil
England had a big reputation at the time as
the inventors of the game, while USA had
little or no footballing tradition to speak of,
despite placing third at the inaugural World
Cup in 1930.

1998

Italy
0-1 Costa Rica, Brazil
Costa Rica were seen as rank outsiders in a

W
Germany 1-2 Algeria, Spain
Two-time world champions West Germany were one

1966

1950

2014

2002

1990

2002

In its near 100-year
history, the FIFA World
Cup has seen many
shock results, with
several unfancied teams
pulling off unlikely wins
against illustrious
opponents.
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Italy
0-1 Korea DPR, England 1966
Korea DPR were tournament newcomers and Italy

of the tournament favourites. For debutants Algeria, this was their first ever World Cup match.

two-time champions. This surprise win, which came
in the final round of group matches, knocked the
Italians out of the competition.
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Lewandowski denied first goal
in Mexico-Poland stalemate
SCORELINE

Mexico

0

Poland

0

Mexico’s goalkeeper Guillermo Ochoa stops a penalty kick by Poland’s forward Robert Lewandowski during the Qatar 2022 World Cup Group C football match between Mexico and Poland at Stadium 974 in Doha on
Tuesday. (AFP)

Poland face Saudi Arabia next on
Saturday when Mexico meet Argentina
FIFA.COM
Robert Lewandowski was denied a
first World Cup goal when Guillermo
Ochoa saved the striker’s second-half
penalty to earn Mexico a deserved
share of the spoils against Poland on
Tuesday.
Barcelona player Lewandowski’s effort from 12 yards was one of
only two attempts on target from
the Poles. The Central Americans
were the more progressive team, but
similarly short on clear opportunities. Wojcieh Szczesny in Poland’s
goal readjusted his footing to repel
a deflected Edson Alvarez shot and
Alexis Vega skied a late strike from
distance.
Poland had their golden chance
when Lewandowski was impeded in
the box by Hector Moreno, as the
pair grappled in pursuit of a forward
ball. Referee Chris Beath awarded
the penalty after a VAR check but
following a wait nearing four minutes Lewandowski saw his attempt
to Ochoa’s left parried away by the
veteran goalkeeper.
Poland’s record scorer Lewandowski has 76 international goals
but his wait for a World Cup strike

Mexican workers and football fans watch
the Qatar 2022 World Cup Group C
football match between Mexico and
Poland on TV at La Merced market in
Mexico City on Tuesday. (afp)
extends to a fifth game and his
team’s meeting with Saudi Arabia on
Sunday.

Key moment

Unquestionably the penalty stop
from Ochoa that prevented Poland
burgling all three points against a
game Mexico team.
Lewandowski showed no out-

Poland’s forward Robert Lewandowski (left) fights for the ball with Mexico’s midfielder Edson Alvarez during the Qatar 2022
World Cup Group C football match between Mexico and Poland at Stadium 974 in Doha on Tuesday. (AFP)
ward sign of butterflies as he respotted the ball during an extended wait
to take his kick. The attempt was
accurately placed but Lewandowski
will probably concede he could have
done with applying more power.
Ochoa, at his fifth World Cup and
ever-present in Mexico’s campaigns
in Brazil and Russia, was equal to the

strike.
The 37-year-old sprang to his
left to save and add another clean
sheet to a CV that features World
Cup shutouts against Brazil and
Germany. More importantly, Ochoa
banked his team a vital point in advance of Group C fixtures against
Argentina and Tuesday’s headline

makers, Saudi Arabia.
Ochoa’s penalty save from Robert Lewandowski is the first one to be
saved by a Mexican goalkeeper (excluding shootouts) since Oscar Bonfiglio denied Argentina’s Fernando
Paternoster in 1930.
Ochoa was declared player of the
match.

Poland will support ‘emotional’ Lewandowski: Coach Michniewicz
STATS Perform/dpa
Doha

The Poland squad will support an “emotional” Robert
Lewandowski following his
penalty miss in Tuesday’s goalless World Cup clash against
Mexico.
Lewandowski
saw
his
chance of a first World Cup goal
dashed when his 58th-minute
penalty was repelled by Guillermo Ochoa - one of the few moments of note in an otherwise
drab affair at Stadium 974.
The Barcelona striker carries the weight of Poland’s
hopes on his shoulders and
coach Czeslaw Michniewicz
admitted he was upset in the
dressing room afterwards.
Michniewicz said: “I sympathise with him. I know how
a captain who misses a penalty
feels. He was very emotional

about it - we have a monitor in
the dressing room and Robert
watched the replays. He has
to process it himself, he knows
how to deal with these situations. As a squad we will help
him and we know he will help
us in the future.
“Great players miss penalties - Socrates, Zico, [Michel]
Platini, [Diego] Maradona
among others, it’s football. It’s
a pity as I know how much he
wanted to score a goal at the
World Cup. I hope the following opportunities will be translated into goals.”
Overall, Michniewicz was
satisfied with a point with the
dynamic of Group C altered
following Saudi Arabia’s stunning defeat of Argentina earlier
in the day. He added: “It was a
very difficult game with tricky
opponents. The result did not
reduce the chance of qualifying

Poland’s coach Czeslaw Michniewicz shouts instructions to his players from the touchline during the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022 Group C match against Mexico at Stadium 974 in Doha on Tuesday. (AFP)

for either us or Mexico. It’s easier if you win your first match
but it was important not to lose.
“I remember we lost our
first game in Russia [at the
2018 World Cup] and it was
very difficult afterwards. Everything is still in our hands.”
Asked if the Argentina result
would alter his approach to Saturday’s now-crucial clash with
Lionel Scaloni’s men, Mexico
boss Tata Martino replied: “In
theory, I would say not.
“We must play our football
and this result doesn’t change
our mentality. We need to play
an intelligent game, and also
understand who we are facing.
We need to remember we are
playing against one of the main
candidates to win the World
Cup. I also don’t think they will
change. Even if they had won
today, they would want to win
their second game.”
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goalLESS DRAW as Denmark fail
to hit stride AGAINST TUNISIA
Denmark and Tunisia
served up the first
goalless draw of FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022
in an exciting match in
which either side could
have snatched the win
Agencies
Doha

The first goalless draw at the
FIFA World Cup 2022 came
courtesy of Denmark, one of
the fancied sides of the tournament, and Tunisia. An enthralling fixture granted chances
to both sides to take all three
points, but ultimately there
would be no victor.
Tunisia coach Jalel Kadri
after his side was roared on by
a fanatical support, said: “We
know the crowd is very important for us. It’s always very
important mentally, it gives
us a great lift, and I’m looking
forward to seeing the fans continue to do that. It really helped
us in terms of our game. Tactically we played very well, and
we deserved the draw and we
played very well.
“We played against a powerhouse of the tournament. We
saw that our team performed
very well. I should commend
my players. Maybe we just
lacked a bit of efficacy on the
ground. We should have capitalised on the chances to have a Tunisia’s forward Naim Sliti (L) fights for the ball with Denmark’s defender Rasmus Kristensen during the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group D match at the Education City Stadium on
Tuesday. (AFP)
better result.”
Denmark coach Kasper
Hjumland, said the occasion
was perfect but they couldn’t
get a win.
“They made an atmosphere
that was perfect for them. But
we were prepared, and I cannot say that was the reason for
the performance, my players
have played in much tougher
[environments]. We never said
Tunisia would be a game that
was easy to win, but we definitely had an aim of winning this one because
we knew a result in
this game would
The 19-year-old HanWhen the referee ran over to
dived for the ball.
have helped us.
Whether the outcome the VAR screen for a last-min“Now
it
nibal Mejbri became
would have been different had ute penalty check, the Tunicould
be
just the second teenager
he led with his foot rather than sians held their breath, expectcomplicated.
to play for Tunisia in a FIFA
his head it cannot be known, ing the worst. Montassar Talbi
It’s one point
but with it seeming like an had possibly handled the ball –
each,
now
World Cup match following
opening goal was certain it the Danes had called for it, but
we have two
Yasin Chikhaoui v Saudi
was the striker who ended up nobody could tell in real time
great games.
Arabia (14/06/2006).
across the goal line rather than – and awaited his fate.
We’re
looking forward to
This game, which had enthe ball. Jesper Lindstrom’s
Denmark’s forward Andreas Cornelius heads the ball during the FIFA World Cup Qatar
France, we can’t
late, swirling cross-come-shot tertained but not found its
2022 Group D match against Tunisia at the Education City Stadium on Tuesday. (AFP)
wait to get started,”
proved the final unsuccessful route to a winner, was offering a last chance for victory.
he said.
sight of goal.
As Andreas Christensen
However, the Mexican referee
The best chances of the deflected shot almost dipped in sam Jebali – but it was in the
waved away the claim and the
first half fell to the Tunisians and Kasper Schmeichel pulled second half where the golden rose to head a corner goal- Key Moment: No
wards, Andreas Cornelius last-gasp penalty
two sides shared the spoils.
- Mohamed Drager’s heavily off an excellent save to deny Is- chance fell.

SCORELINE

Denmark

0

Tunisia

0

Mount makes case for England’s defence
Doha (dpa)

England’s midfielder Mason Mount (left) heads the ball past Iran’s midfielder Ali Gholizadeh during the FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022 Group B match against Iran at the Khalifa International Stadium in Doha on Monday. (AFP)

Mason Mount admits England must improve defensively
if they are to go deep into the
World Cup.
While many were toasting
the attacking display as England secured a 6-2 victory over
Iran in their opening Group B
fixture, shipping two goals annoyed manager Gareth Southgate.
Mehdi Taremi’s brace, a
powerful finish and a last-gasp
penalty, prevented the Three
Lions from achieving their
biggest ever World Cup win
and Mount believes conceding
twice in the knockout rounds
could see England going home
early.
“I think you could see the
way we moved with the ball
and the combinations that we
played with is something we
worked on during the previous five days we were here,” he
said.

“But you see things about
us needing to be more attacking
but in the major tournaments
you cannot afford to concede
goals. That is when you - going
further - start losing games.
“So you have to focus on
that. That is what we have been
doing as well. How defensively
solid we can be.
“To score six goals is amazing but to concede two is not
what we want to do and something we will look at going into
the next game.” England’s scintillating performance came after a run of six games without
a win heading into the World
Cup.
It was a period of form
which saw Southgate come in
for widespread criticism for
the first time since his appointment in 2016.
But Mount hailed the desire of the squad to begin their
World Cup campaign with a
victory and put a poor spell behind them.

“The last six games I don’t
think we’ve had a win, so going into the game you can
have that thought in your
head, that we need to get an
early goal or else it could be a
difficult one,” added the Chelsea midfielder.
“But the way that we’ve
trained over the last couple of
days, the focus of this group
and the desire to go out there
and perform today was top
class from all the boys.
“The way we started the
game on that high press and
the way we played with the ball
really set the tone for the game.
“To get that early goal, it
helps confidence-wise, and
then to get two more in the first
half.
“We know that the next
game is going to be huge. It’s
the USA, they are a top team,
I know a few of their players
so it’s a game that you want
to play in and it’s a game that
you’re very excited for.”
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Group E: Germany vs Japan (4pm) Khalifa International Stadium

bundesliga
influences
japan squad
We want to beat Germany and we
need the support of Asian fans:
Japanese Coach
qna
Doha

Germany’s head coach Hans-Dieter Flick (left) and Germany’s midfielder Joshua Kimmich ahead of a press conference at the Qatar National
Convention Center (QNCC) in Doha on Tuesday. (AFP)

Germany belong among the
World Cup favourites: Loew
dpa

F

Berlin

ormer
coach
Joachim Loew believes Germany are
playing good football
and are once again one of the
favourites for glory at the Qatar World Cup.
Germany were dumped
out in the group stage as holders in Russia four years ago
and were beaten in the last 16
at last year’s European Championship by England as Löw
stepped down after 15 years.
“Germany are definitely
one of the co-favourites for the
title, that’s how optimistic I
am,” the 2014 World Cup-winning coach told Germany’s Express newspaper on Tuesday.
“The team is high quality,
the results were mostly good,
as well as their way of playing football.” Löw does not
believe that the debate about
the banned One Love captain’s
armband will affect the team
when they open their 2022
campaign against Japan on
Wednesday.
“They won’t be distracted
by other things or get caught
up in discussions. What counts
now is the sport,” added the
62-year-old.

Japan coach, Hajime Moriyasu, confirmed that his goal is
to beat Germany today in their
first match in Group E of the
2022 FIFA World Cup Qatar.
“We have prepared well for
all the tournament matches
in which we seek to go far by
achieving the best results,”
Moriyasu said in the match’s
press conference, which was
held today at Qatar National
Convention Center, adding
that tomorrow’s match against
Germany is “difficult.”
He pointed out that the
Japanese national team plays
all the matches of the tournament, considering each match
an “early final”, so the goal is
to win, starting from today’s
match against Germany, especially since the Japanese squad
includes 7 players who play in
the German League.
The Japanese national
team coach continued: “Our
group is difficult, but we have
players capable of achieving
good results, and I invite the
Asian fans present in Qatar to
come to support us tomorrow,
expressing his confidence in
his team.
He added that the Japanese
national team seeks to achieve
the first victory for an Asian
team to prove to the world the
ability of Asian teams to compete and provide high-level
matches to change the history
of the World Cup.
For his part, Maya Yoshida,
the Japan national team player, said: “We seek to present
the best level tomorrow against
the German national team,

which we know well”.
Germany and Japan will
meet at Khalifa International
Stadium in the opening matches of Group E, which also includes Spain and Costa Rica.

We have prepared well for
all the tournament
matches in which we seek
to go far by achieving the
best results . Our group is
difficult, but we have
players capable of
achieving good results,
and I invite the Asian fans
present in Qatar to come
to support us tomorrow.
Japan coach
Hajime Moriyasu

Former Germany coach Joachim Loew. (AFP)
He said he is “constantly
in contact” with current coach
Hansi Flick, who was his assistant in run to the 2014 title
in Brazil and succeeded him in
the role last year.
Löw plans to travel to Qatar after the group stage to
watch some matches, he assumes including Germany.
“Hopefully, I’ll also see some

inspiring German games then.
I am one of the team’s and
Hansi Flick’s biggest fans,” he
remarked.
Low revealed that he is in
constant contact with Germany’s current professional
football coach and his former
assistant Hansi Flick, noting
in this context that Flick has
been by his side for 8 years

and knows what is important
in such a tournament and
what could make the difference. It is noteworthy that
Joachim Low was the manager of the Germany national
team from 2006 until 2021,
as he led Germany to victory
at the FIFA World Cup Brazil
2014, after having won the final match against Argentina.

Japan’s head coach Hajime
Moriyasu during the 2022 Qatar
World Cup Asian Qualifiers. (AFP)

Favourites Germany all set for opening clash against Japan
agency
doha

Germany and Japan square
off in a Group Stage match for
the Qatar 2022 World Cup.
This game will take place on
November 23, 2022, at 8:00
a.m. at Khalifa International
Stadium in Al Rayyan (ET).
Germans are dangerous, but
Japanese are wiser. Here is
all of the specific information
about the potential lineups for
this World Cup game.
Germany are favourites
due to their current squad
of top players, the majority of whom play in Germany,
though a few also play in England and Spain.
Japan lost a recent game
against Canada that exposed
some holes in the defensive
line, but a recent win against
United States 2-0 during the
Kirin Challenge Cup was an-

other of Japan’s strong results
in 2022 against ‘big teams’.
Germany probable lineup
Germany aren’t playing as
strong as before, during 2022
they drew five games and won
just three, including a 0-1 loss

against Hungary.
Thomas Müller is the key
player to score the goals, he
has 118 caps and 44 goals, but
Serge Gnabry will be at Muller’s side to prevent all the
responsibility from falling on

Japan’s players take part in a training session at the Al Sadd SC training grounds in Doha on Tuesday. (AFP)

Muller’s shoulders.
This is the likely Germany’s lineup for this game: Manuel Neuer, Antonio Rüdiger,
Matthias Ginter, Niklas Süle,
Lukas Klostermann, Joshua
Kimmich, Leon Goretzka,
Mario Götze, İlkay Gündoğan,
Thomas Müller, Serge Gnabry.
Japan probable lineup
Japan didn’t have to make
a big effort during the Asians
qualifiers, but they used the
Kirin Challenge Cup to play
some friendly games against
big teams and the results
were good, the only losses
were against Brazil and Tunisia. They won against Ghana,
United States, Paraguay.
Gaku Shibasaki will be the
playmaker in the midfield, he
has 60 caps and 3 goals playing for Japan. Takuma Asano
is the top Japanese forward
with 37 caps and 7 goals.
This is the likely Japan’s

lineup for this game: Eiji Kawashima, Yuto Nagatomo,
Maya Yoshida, Hiroki Sakai,
Takehiro Tomiyasu, Wataru

Key Stats

 Making their 20th World Cup
appearance, Germany have
won the title four times.
After a surprise 1954 victory
over favourites Hungary, they
lifted the trophy as West
Germany in 1974 and again
in 1990 before their triumph
at Brazil 2014.
 Japan did not play at a
World Cup finals until 1998
but have qualified for all six
editions since then, reaching
the round of 16 three times.
 Germany crashed out in the
opening stage as defending
champions at the last World

Endo, Gaku Shibasaki, Takumi Minamino, Hidemasa
Morita, Takuma Asano, Ayase
Ueda.

Cup, finishing bottom of their
group after losses to Mexico
and South Korea.
 Japan lost 3-2 to Belgium in
the last 16 in Russia four
years ago, giving up a twogoal lead and going out of
the tournament to an injury
time winner.
 Previous meetings: Germany
and Japan have met twice
in friendly internationals.
Germany won the first 3-0 in
Yokohama in 2004, while the
second, a warm-up for the
2006 World Cup in Leverkusen, ended in a 2-2 draw.
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Group E: Spain vs Costa Rica (7pm) Al Thumama Stadium

Spain aim to reclaim lost glory
as they await Costa Rica
Spain’s players attend a training session at the Qatar University Training ground in Doha on Tuesday, on the eve of their Qatar 2022 World Cup match against Costa Rica. (AFP)
QNA
Doha

The Spanish football national
team will meet tomorrow its
Costa Rican counterpart at
the start of their campaign in
Group E of the FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022, which started last
Sunday and ends next December 18.
The two teams enter today’s
match with the ambition of
winning and securing their first
points in their first confrontation in the history of the World
Cup, with both teams having met previously in friendly
matches three times.
The Spanish national team
hopes to shine and restore the
memories of “South Africa”,
in which it won its first title in
the World Cup in 2010. On the
other hand, the Costa Rica national team seeks to obtain a
new achievement that exceeds
what it achieved in the 2014
FIFA World Cup Brazil eight
years ago, when it reached
the quarter-finals, in the best
achievement in the history of
its participation in the World
Cup finals.
After its exit from the group
stage in the 2014 FIFA World
Cup Brazil, and the second
round in the 2018 FIFA World
Cup Russia, Spain is participating in the FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022, in an attempt to
restore spirit, prove itself, and
strengthen its single World Cup
title by gaining a second one,
during its 16th participation in
the World Cup.
Spain, which left the 2018
FIFA World Cup Russia in the
second round after losing a
penalty shootout to the host
country, will try to bring back
the successes of South Africa
2010, by a generation of young

players and other experienced
players, led by Coach Luis Enrique.
Spain, the seventh in the
world according to the FIFA
classification issued last October, will face Germany on November 27, at Al Bayt Stadium
in an expected confrontation,
which may largely determine
the identity of the team that will
lead in that group. Spain will
then face Japan in the conclusion of group stage matches on
December 1, at Khalifa International Stadium.
Although coach Luis Enrique has not yet announced
the final Spanish squad for the
World Cup, the most prominent players who may make an
appearance are David de Gea,
Sergio Busquets, Jorge Merodio, Jordi Alba, Alvaro Morata,
Cesar Azpilicueta, Dani Olmo,
Pedri and Daniel Carvajal.
The Spanish national team
will stay at the Qatar University

Campus and will train on Qatar
University No 3 training site.
For his part, the task of the
31st-ranked Costa Rican national team, which is participating for the 6th time in the
World Cup finals and the third
in a row, will not be easy after it
was drawn into Group E alongside Spain, Germany and Japan, where it will face Japan at
Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium on November 27, before it concludes
the campaign in the group stage
by facing Germany at Al Bayt
Stadium on December 1.
Costa Rica qualified in the
2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil to
the second stage after being in a
group that included Italy, England and Uruguay at the time,
to defeat Japan in the round
of sixteen, before losing in the
quarterfinals to the Netherlands
via penalty kicks. However, Costa Rica’s participation in 2018
FIFA World Cup Russia was not
to expectations, Where the team
got eliminated at the group

Key Stats
 Spain are now one of the dominant forces of the world game,
recently having won the European Championships in 2008 and
2012 as well as the World Cup in 2010.
 Between November 2006 and June 2009 Spain enjoyed a
record-equalling 35 match unbeaten run which included a 15
game winning streak.
 Spain won six out of their eight 2022 World Cup qualifying
games, losing 2-1 in Sweden and drawing 1-1 at home to Greece.
 Costa Rica are the third most successful CONCACAF nation and
have qualified for three World Cup finals.
 Costa Rica have failed to win their last six matches at the
World Cup (in regular time).
 Costa Rica have won two (v Uzbekistan and Nigeria) and drawn
one (v Korea Republic) pre-World Cup friendlies.
Previous meetings:
The two countries have met only three times, all in friendly games.
Spain won two of them -- 2-1 in 2015 and 5-0 two years later -and one match ended in a 2-2 draw (2011).

Costa Rica goalkeeper Navas fit to
face Spain in World Cup opener
STATS Perform/dpa
berlin

Keylor Navas will be fit to
face Spain in Wednesday’s
World Cup Group E opener,
Costa Rica assistant coach
Ronald Gomez said. Paris
Saint-Germain goalkeeper Navas has not featured for Christophe Galtier’s side in Ligue 1
this season, acting as deputy to
Italy’s Gianluigi Donnarumma.
A lower-back issue for Navas raised fears the 35-yearold would not recover in time
for Qatar, before Costa Rica’s
sole World Cup warm-up game
scheduled for Thursday against
Iran was cancelled.
The former Real Madrid
keeper will still be capable
of featuring against Spain,
though, according to Luis
Fernando Suarez’s assistant
Gomez.

“He has had some pain
in his back, but it is already
solved, so we now expect him
to play the matches and offer what he has always given
to us, which is reliability and
good management of games,”
Gomez said on Saturday.
The experienced coach Suarez will go to a third edition of
FIFA’s top competition with a
different nation, but has come
under some scrutiny for selecting 37-year-old Bryan Ruiz.
Gomez assured Ruiz was
selected on merit, though, after
doubts were cast on the choice
to pick Costa Rica’s secondmost capped player.
“Everybody knows him. We
all know what Bryan represents
to this national team and our
football history,” Gomez added. “He deserves to be here,
he’s earned it, it is not a gift
from our coach.

We believe in our abilities:
Costa Rica coach Suarez
QNA
Doha

The Costa Rica national
team’s coach, Colombian Luis
Fernando Suarez, did not
hide his desire to win against
the Spanish national team
on Wednesday, in their first
meeting in the FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022, for the Group
E competitions that also include Germany and Japan.
He added in a statement
today during the pre-match
press conference: “It is logical
to say that it will be a difficult
confrontation, and we have to
be at the top of our level and
play with great concentration
throughout the 90 minutes.”
Suarez continued by saying “Everyone is very excited
to show the distinguished
level after the strong preparations that we went through,
we hope to achieve a positive
result in tomorrow’s meeting,
especially since we have done
a great job in defense, and
we will rely on our offensive
strength, we will not change
our style, but we will try to
change the way of playing in
accordance with the nature of
the competing team, and the
most important thing is to be
at the top of focus.”
The 62-year-old Costa Rican coach indicated that the
Spanish national team plays
with a high tactic and cannot
be deceived, and it must follow a style of play that enables
the Costa Rican national team

Costa Rica’s Colombian coach, Luis Fernando Suarez, speaks to the
media ahead of their match against Spain. (AFP)
to stop the Spanish danger, especially in the midfield.
He concluded: “The starting line-up that will compete
in tomorrow’s confrontation
has not been decided, and
there are some things that we
will finish today, and we look
forward to winning, and if we
do our best, we can achieve
that, and we believe in our capabilities, and we want to be
world champions and we have
the desire for that.”
For his part, the Costa Rican national team midfielder,
Bryan Ruiz, confirmed his
confidence in the ability of all
players to achieve a positive
result against the Spanish national team tomorrow.
The 37-year-old added:

Azpilicueta wouldn’t swap any Chelsea
trophy for World Cup win with Spain
STATS Perform/dpa

OWhy would I swap any
trophies? I want to get another
one, this one [the World Cup] if
I can.

berlin

Costa Rica’s goalkeeper Keylor
Navas (left) controls the ball
during a training session at the
Al Ahli SC Stadium in Doha on
Tuesday. (AFP)

“Our confrontation against
Spain is important for us and
determines the national team’s
path to pass through to the
round of sixteen, and we have
to play with great courage and
have the ability to outperform
the Spanish national team.”
He concluded his remarks:
“We are waiting for the starting whistle in order to enter
the competitions tomorrow,
and everyone is ready for this
confrontation. We have many
distinguished players in addition to the presence of veteran
goalkeeper, Keylor Navas,
whose presence is important
and has great experience and
constitutes an additional force
that gives us great confidence
on the field.”

Cesar Azpilicueta says he
would not swap any of his Chelsea trophies for a World Cup title
with Spain.
Azpilicueta has lifted nine
trophies with Chelsea since
signing for them in 2012, and
the Blues’ Club World Cup win
in February this year means the
defender has won every club
prize possible with the London
outfit.
In contrast, the 33-year-old
is yet to taste glory with his international side, having made
his debut after their World Cup
triumph in 2010 and the European Championship successes of
2008 and 2012.
Spain have not returned to a
final since that 2012 victory, but
Azpilicueta revealed he would
not trade any of his club titles

Spain defender
Cesar Azpilicueta.

Spain’s defender Cesar Azpilicueta attends press conference at
the Qatar University training site
in Doha recently. (AFP)
for a World Cup win, telling
reporters: “Why would I swap
any trophies? “I want to get another one, this one [the World

Cup] if I can. “I made my debut
for Spain against Uruguay here
in Qatar, in Doha, in 2013, so it
would be a good story for me to
win the World Cup here. “We
have a brilliant opportunity. We
have an amazing group, we can
play our football and after that
it’s a tournament where you cannot make any mistakes.” Spain
get their World Cup campaign
underway against Costa Rica
on Wednesday, before going on
to face Germany and Japan in
Group E.
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France floor Australia 4-1
as Giroud makes history

France’s forward Olivier Giroud (C) celebrates scoring his team’s fourth goal during the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group D match against Australia at the Al Janoub Stadium on Tuesday. (AFP)

Giroud scored a
brace to join
Thierry Henry on
a record 51 France
goals, and Adrien
Rabiot and
superstar Kylian
Mbappe scored
the others for 2018
champions after
Australia had
taken an early
surprise lead
DPA
Al Wakrah

Olivier Giroud made history
for France as they overcame an
early scare to trounce Australia
4-1 for a perfect start into their
World Cup title defence.
Giroud scored a brace to
join Thierry Henry on a re-

France’s forward Kylian Mbappe (R) fights for the ball with Australia’s defender Harry
Souttar at the Al Janoub Stadium on Tuesday. (AFP)
cord 51 France goals, and
Adrien Rabiot and superstar
Kylian Mbappe got the others for the 2018 champions
after Australia had taken an
early surprise lead from Craig
Goodwin in their opening
Group D match.
The last three title holders
Italy, Spain and Germany had

gone out in the group stage of
the next tournament, so had
France themselves in 2002 as
1998 winners, - and their worst
fears seemed to come true nine
minutes into the game when
Goodwin fired the Socceroos
ahead into the roof of the net at
the far post off Matthew Leckie’s cross.

France players celebrate with supporters after winning the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
Group D match against Australia at the Al Janoub Stadium on Tuesday. (AFP)

It added to Les Bleus’ woes
that defender Lucas Hernandez injured himself trying to
stop Leckie and limped off the latest casualty for the team
already without midfielders
N’Golo Kante and Paul Pogba
as well as forwards Karim Benzema and Christopher Nkunku
in Qatar.

But France gained control
and turned the match around
within five minutes when in
the 27th Rabiot headed home
a cross from Theo Fernandez who had replaced his brother and then set up veteran Giroud
to tap home for 2-1.
Les Bleus were lucky when
Australia’s Jackson Irvine

headed against the outside post
on the stroke of half-time, but
the lively Mbappe then nodded
the third in the 68th and his
cross found Giroud four minutes later in what eventually
was a comfortable win for the
favourites - a few hours after
Saudi Arabia had shocked Argentina 2-1.

Netherlands ‘will assess Depay’ after Senegal cameo: Van Gaal
dpa
Berlin

Coach Louis van Gaal says
the Netherlands will assess
Memphis Depay’s fitness following his cameo in their victory over Senegal.
The Oranje marked their
return to the World Cup finals
with a 2-0 win over the Africa
Cup of Nations champions,
with late goals from Cody
Gakpo and Davy Klaassen
sealing the points in Group A.
Depay began the game on
the bench due to an ongoing hamstring issue, but was
introduced for the final 28
minutes at the Al Thumama
Stadium and the Barcelona
forward will hope to feature
against Ecuador on Friday.
“We had agreed before
the game that he would play
about half an hour,” Van Gaal
said of Depay, who has been

Van Gaal oversaw his 38th
victory in charge of the
Netherlands, the most by
any manager in history, and
praised the displays of
Gakpo and goalkeeper
Andries Noppert, who registered a clean sheet on
his senior international
debut
limited to just two LaLiga appearances this season.
“With Ecuador, he will
want to play, but I have to
assess his form after this
game. I never thought we
would lose and, with the entry of Depay, I wanted to have
more chances to score. He is a
player who can make the difference.”
Van Gaal oversaw his

38th victory in charge of the
Netherlands, the most by
any manager in history, and
praised the displays of Gakpo
and goalkeeper Andries Noppert, who registered a clean
sheet on his senior international debut.
But the head coach is seeking an improvement from his
players as the tournament
progresses.
“Gakpo was decisive, I left
him inside because he knows
how to score goals and is very
agile,” he added. “Senegal
had three chances, but we
have a goalkeeper who knows
his stuff between the posts.
“We didn’t play very well,
too many times we gave them
the ball and the chance to
score. We had to be more
compact. We can only improve, there was probably
some tension between the
players.”

Netherlands’ coach Louis Van Gaal gives instructions to his players from the touchline during the Qatar 2022
World Cup Group A football match between Senegal and the Netherlands at the Al Thumama Stadium in
Doha on Monday. (AFP)
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Group F: Belgium vs Canada (10 pm) Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium

‘Nothing to
lose, 100% fit’

Canada coach says pressure good
as The Reds set to make first WC
appearance in 36 years
ack in the World Cup for just the second time and the first time in
36 years, underdog Canada will head into their opener against
second-ranked Belgium 100% fit and with nothing to lose,
coach John Herdman said on Tuesday.
Canada had been hit with a number of injury concerns in the run-up to Wednesday’s match at Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium, including questions of whether Alphonso Davies had recovered from a hamstring strain that had taken the dynamic Bayern
Munich left back out of action in early November.
Davies, who will play on the wing for Canada, only joined
his team mates on Friday after staying back in Germany for
treatment.
Herdman had said Davies would be assessed when
he arrived in Doha and on Tuesday pronounced the
22-year-old good to go.
“When you speak to a player you have to look into
their eyes and get a sense of what they want and how
far they are willing to push,” Herdman said at his prematch press conference.
“You’ve got to ask the question, if not the first game
what’s the risk, what’s the second game risk but at the
end of the day Phonzie is fit now.
“He’s ready to go, he’s flying in training yesterday,
enjoying himself.
“Canada is in the position now where we can field
our strongest team. Everyone has came through well.
“It’s exciting times now, the dark clouds have
shifted, this is our last training session where we
will all be 100%.”
Herdman also confirmed first choice goalkeeper Milan Borjan and midfielder Stephen
Eustaquio were also over nagging injuries.
With Maxime Crepeau already ruled out
with a broken leg suffered in the MLS Cup final, Canada was facing a crisis in goal if Borjan, who has been bothered by an abdomen
niggle, was unable to play leaving Herdman
to choose from inexperienced backups in
Dayne St. Clair and the uncapped James
Pantemis.
“It’s been a great journey to get here
(we’ve been) gritty and resilient and hopefully that’s what you will see from us this
tournament,” said Herdman, whose other
Group F opponents include 2018 finalists Croatia and Morocco. “Coming into a game like this
we don’t have a great amount to lose.”

B

Key Stats

 Canada return to the World Cup for just the second time and first since 1986.
 Canada have never scored in a World Cup.
 Belgium appeared in the first World Cup in 1930 and have qualified a total of 14 times.
 Romelu Lukaku is Belgium’s World Cup all-time leading top scorer with five goals.
 Belgium’s Thibaut Courtois claimed the Yashin Trophy as best goalkeeper in 2022. He also won
the Golden Glove Award as the top goalkeeper at the 2018 World Cup.
Previous meetings:
 Belgium beat Canada 2-0 in their only previous meeting, in June, 1989.

‘That’s very
dangerous’

Belgium coach says his side
should be wary of a team that has
nothing to lose
elgium coach Roberto Martinez on Tuesday said his
side have “huge respect” for Canada who will be playing
their first World Cup game for 36 years when the teams
meet in Qatar.
Martinez’s side finished third in Russia four years ago
and will be heavy favourites against Canada, playing at the finals for
the first time since 1986, on Wednesday.
Belgium faced a similar proposition in 2018 when they beat
tournament debutants Panama 3-0 in their opening game
with three second-half goals.
“We have huge respect for what Canada have achieved
because when you finish top of the (qualifying) group
ahead of national teams such as United States and Mexico, it’s something with substance, it’s not a coincidence,”
Martinez told a pre-match press conference.
“That’s a very dangerous situation, when you’re
playing a team with nothing to lose. We saw that with
Panama for 50 minutes, and we have to match that
enthusiasm.” Belgium, ranked second in the world
behind Brazil, played a warm-up friendly against
Egypt last week in Kuwait but lost 2-1.
“The friendly was important for us and we took
that game almost as a competitive training session,”
said Martinez.
“I think it was a very good starting point.
“It’s good sometimes to feel like we’re not there
yet. It was a wake-up for us. Probably that defeat will
speed up the process.” Captain Eden Hazard has
also struggled for game time at Real Madrid due to
struggles with form and fitness.
But veteran defender Jan Vertonghen said
Belgium would be ready, despite the unusual
build-up to the first World Cup played midway
through the European club season.
“(Normally) you can close your season
with your club and then have time to work
with your (national) team, a team you
don’t work with too much, and get a
feel for the tournament,” he said.
“Lots of teams have not
played together since September and that is not good.
“Things are entirely different but the World Cup trophy is the same and that’s the
main thing.”

B

I would say we have even more experience
than in 2018. Now time will tell if we are
stronger or weaker than in 2018. It’s true
that in 2018, we had an extraordinary run.
We were all really, collectively, and individually, on top.
And that’s what we want to reproduce here. After that,
as I said, it’s a different World Cup from the others.
— Belgium’s midfielder Axel Witsel
Belgium’s
goalkeeper Thibaut
Courtois
takes
part in a
training
session at
the Salwa
Training
Site in
Salwa
Beach on
Tuesday.

Canada’s forward
Alphonso Davies
takes part in a
training session at
the Umm Salal SC
training site in Doha
on Tuesday. (AFP)

(AFP)

Canada’s midfielders Ismael Kone (C) and Samuel Piette (R) take part in training. (AFP)

Belgium’s midfielder Axel Witsel in training with his teammates. (AFP)
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Group F: Morocco vs Croatia (1 pm) Al Bayt Stadium

A confident
Morocco all
set for opener

Walid Regragui
is banking on his
side’s exhaustive preparations
to snatch an important victory
today

Morocco’s coach Walid Regragui addresses a press conference at the Qatar National Convention
Center (QNCC) in Doha on Tuesday. (AFP)
Khalid Tawalbeh
Doha

n the eve of their World Cup opener
against Croatia, the Moroccan national football team were a confident
lot despite being aware that their
opponents were the runners-up in
the previous edition of the tournament.
“We are eagerly awaiting the whistle. We
have prepared ourselves strongly for this important confrontation,” Moroccan coach Walid
Regragui said at a press conference on Tuesday.
Regragui said Croatia had some special players like their captain Luka Modric, the Spanish
Real Madrid midfielder. But the Moroccan side
is formidable too.
The coach underscored the importance of
Hakim Ziyach, who plays for Chelsea. “The Moroccan national team needs Hakim Ziyach in tomorrow’s match, and I am glad that he is back
to the national team and everyone in Morocco
is waiting for what he will offer to his country”.
He said: “We also have many big players
like Sofian Boufal, Nasir Mazraoui and Ashraf
Hakimi.”
Morocco defender Romain Saïss highlighted
the need to play with great caution against a team
like Croatia. “It’s different when we talk about
the World Cup, and undoubtedly we play under
pressure and we have some injuries that were not
good for us, but we have a lot of determination.”
He said the team’s morale is high. “The
opening match of the World Cup is very impor-

O

V

‘Croatia must
turn the page
after 2018 WC’
Skipper Luka
Modric wants
squad to focus
on delivering
on the biggest
stage once
again

Croatia’s Luka Modric gives a press conference at the Qatar National Convention
Center (QNCC) in Doha on Tuesday. (AFP)

tant and we will work to deliver a performance
PA Media/dpa
that satisfies the Moroccan fans”.
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Morocco’s midfielder Hakim Ziyech takes part in a training session at the Al Duhail SC Stadium in Doha
on Tuesday, on the eve of the Qatar 2022 World Cup Group F match against Croatia. (AFP)

L

mance on the biggest stage once again.
“What we went through in 2018 was an unforgettable experience, indelible in our minds,”
said the Croatia captain, who collected the Golden Ball award in Russia for the tournament’s
best player.
“We will continue speaking of it and having
recollections for the rest of our lives, but we need
to put it aside now. We have to focus on what is
ahead of us.
“Many players that were at the Russia World
Cup are not here, new players have come, quality
young players with fresh energy. This is a new
tournament and we have to look at it that way.
“We are expected to play our hearts out,
to give our best and to leave the last atom of
strength on the pitch.
“If this means we get good results, then
great - if not, we have to keep our heads high
knowing we gave our best.” Modric, 37, accepts he is likely to be playing in his last World
Cup, and comes into the showpiece tournament after helping Real Madrid win another
Champions League crown. “I would like us
to play a great tournament as a team and me
as an individual player, that is the only thing
I have on my mind,” the former Tottenham
midfielder said.
“What we will do and what we will win, we
will see, but we have great faith in our abilities.”
Croatia coach Dalic will not underestimate Morocco as they look to follow Saudi Arabia’s shock
win over Argentina and Tunisia’s battling goalless draw with Denmark.

Croatia’s players take part in a training session at the Al Erssal training site in Doha on Tuesday, on the eve
of the Qatar 2022 World Cup Group F match against Morocco. (AFP)
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Wales captain Bale would trade World
Cup goal for US win after draw

Wales’ forward Gareth Bale celebrates scoring during the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 match against US at the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium on Monday. (AFP)

DPA

Berlin

Gareth Bale says it is “incredible” to be a World Cup
goalscorer but admits he would
trade his strike for three points
after earning a late 1-1 draw
against the United States.
The Wales captain rescued a
point for his side with his 82ndminute penalty after he was
fouled by Walker Zimmerman,
cancelling out Timothy Weah’s
first-half opener in Qatar.
It meant the spoils were

shared at Ahmad bin Ali Stadium in Al Rayyan, with Rob
Page’s side picking up a point
in their first World Cup match
since 1958, to sit joint-second
in Group B.
Speaking afterwards, Bale
- who now has 41 goals in 109
appearances for his country
- acknowledged he was always
going to take the crucial spotkick, but says he would have
rather not scored and still won.
“[It was] always me,” he
told ITV Sport on penalty duties. “[I had] no doubts in my

[It is] incredible. But I’d rather have had the three
points, to be honest. [It was] not a good first half. They
played really well and we were poor.
Gareth Bale of Wales
head. I feel like I have to step
up, and I’m happy to do so.
“[It is] incredible. But
I’d rather have had the three
points, to be honest. [It was]
not a good first half. They
played really well and we were
poor.

Wales fans relishing their time
at FIFA World Cup in Qatar

Ben Davies had little doubt
Bale would succeed from the
penalty spot, while the Wales
defender looked ahead to Friday’s clash with Iran, who were
smashed 6-2 by England earlier on Monday.
“We had faith in Gareth, of
course, he’s our penalty taker
and we wouldn’t have it any
other way,” Tottenham centreback Davies said.
“England played well today, so we won’t underestimate
Iran, we know it will be a tough
game for sure.”

Hisense partners with TOD to provide
access to FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
Tribune News Network

Vinay Nayudu

Doha

Doha

Wales’ fans have been thrilled
to watch their team play at the
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 –
their first World Cup in 64 years.
The Gareth Bale-powered
team, however, were held to a
1-1 draw by the US at the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium on Monday forcing them to share points
in their first World Cup match
since 1958 and to sit joint-second in Group B.
That didn’t seem to matter much to the fans, who have
travelled all the way to Qatar to
watch the games live at the stateof-the-art stadiums.
A quartet of such fans was
relishing a sumptuous dinner
post match at a Nepali restaurant in Al Muntazah when Qatar
Tribune caught up with them.
Quinn Avion, Kwiw Endivor, Steve Davies and Steve
Hamwall were warm and cordial on sharing their views on
the match and their impressions about hosts Qatar.
“It was nice at the stadium
but we felt it could’ve been
somewhat more livelier for us,
but it’s amazing to be here. It
was a long, long time for us not
having to play in a World Cup.
“Even during the qualifiers
we didn’t know we’d be at the
Qatar World Cup, so it an amazing feeling,” they said in unison.
“We went to a pre-match
party and from there straight
to the match and then we came
here and it is very nice food
and at a very reasonable price.
We were really hungry after
the game and we are living just

“But a great talk by the
manager at half-time changed
a few things around and the
boys came out fighting, like we
always do. It showed character,
we will go again.”
Having struggled with fitness issues over the past year,

including limited game-time at
club level with Los Angeles FC,
there were question marks over
how much involvement Bale
would have against the USA.
But the former Real Madrid
forward played the full match,
including a lengthy helping of
additional time in the second
half, which left him bemused.
“I was a little bit tired towards the end,” he added.
“I can’t believe it was nine
minutes added on - I don’t know
where that came from. But we
have to dig deep for our country.”

Wales fans enjoying dinner at the restaurant in Al Muntazah after
Wales’ FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 opening round match agains the
US on Monday.

We’ve found the Qatari people to be very warm, nice
and friendly. The western media has been severely critical of
Qatar but we have to say the people in Qatar have been very
welcoming. It’s the same wherever you go, it’s the people
what makes a country.
Wales fans in Doha
round the corner over here,”
they added.
The four fans are in Qatar
only for a week. “We came here
for the first two games of Wales,
so we’ve watched the US match
and now we waiting for the Iran
clash. Then we go back home.
We are not bothered about England.” They quipped.
Asked what if Wales progresses in the tournament? “If
Wales makes the second round,
I’ll come then!” said Steve.
About their impressions on
being in Qatar, they said, “It’s
nice in Qatar though we haven’t
seen much. But we’ve found the

Qatari people to be very warm,
nice and friendly.
“The western media has
been severely critical of Qatar
but we have to say the government of Qatar and people are
very welcoming. It’s the same
wherever you go, it’s the people
what makes a country. It’s not
the FIFA or others involved but
the people that you see day to day
but for us it has all been so good,
so far,” the Welsh fans said.
“Ultimately football will
rule as it always does and leave
all controversies behind. We
wish for the next World Cup to
be in Wales!”

The Official Sponsor of FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022 TM
and the global consumer electronics and whitegoods manufacturer, Hisense has signed a
partnership agreement with
the official streaming platform
TOD, beIN Media Group’s subscription-based over-the-top
(OTT) platform for the MENA
region to offer a complimentary TOD subscription providing access to FIFA World Cup
2022 matches – live, highlights, behind the scenes and
more to those buying selected
Hisense TV models.
The subscription is on offer until the year end to buyers
of Hisense Laser TV, ULED
TV and other selected models
in the MENA region.
Hisense and TOD aim to
provide their customers with
superior viewing experiences from the comfort of their
homes. TOD will be available
in the VIDAA OS, eliminating
the hassle of downloading the
TOD app or casting it from a
mobile or laptop. Hisense TVs
are perfect for watching FIFA
live matches with state-ofthe-art technology, Quantum
dot, Pure colors, sports mode
features on ULED TVs or stadium-like thrills on the 100inch Laser TV.
“Through this partnership, we are again delivering on our goals of giving the
best possible experience to
our customers,” said Jason
Ou, President, Hisense, Middle East and Africa. “With the
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022

in full swing, the timing of this
partnership is perfect for any
football enthusiast looking to
get the most out of their new
TVs. With tens of thousands
of hours of content and access
to every match, this partnership represents one of the best
viewing experiences on the
market.”
John-Paul McKerlie, VP
for Marketing and Sales at
TOD added: “As the FIFA
World Cup 2022 comes to the
region for the first time, providing our subscribers with
access and an unparalleled
viewing experience is essential. Partnering with Hisense
has catapulted our offering
and will be a springboard to
further strengthening our
viewing leadership in the
MENA region.”
Customers who buy select
Hisense models in the promotional period can get their
access code to complimentary
TOD subscription by calling
the Hisense Customer Care.
From the TOD app, the customer clicks on ‘Subscribe’
that directs you to a page to
enter this voucher code. Apply
the code, following the next
process as stated on the app

by creating an account and
you can enjoy the FIFA live
matches.
Hisense has ambitious
plans to elevate its brand
awareness across the region.
An Official Sponsor for a second successive FIFA World
Cup, the brand is offering an
innovative product line-up
and exciting FIFA campaigns.
Hisense is here to highlight
that it is the ‘Perfect Match’
for entertainment as well as
a brand dedicated to creating
homes with not only smart but
also healthy technology for its
users.
Meanwhile, TOD subscribers can connect up to five devices, including streaming of
two simultaneously on certain packages and supports
popular smartphones and big
screens, enabling content enjoyment anytime anywhere.
The platform is also available
across web, Android, and iOS
devices. Its interactive design
for sports buffs comes with
OPTA integration, with live
stats updates during matches
and automated match highlights enabling viewers who
have missed the kick-off to
“watch from start”.
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Win Win
Australia supporters’ initial delight quickly faded and made
way for disappointment as France came back from behind and
drubbed the Socceroos 4-1 at the Al-Janoub Stadium in Al Wakrah
on Tuesday. (AFP)

Tables
turned

Fans of Argentina all over the world were in for a rude shock after
they were stunned by the less-fancied Saudi Arabia 1-2 in Qatar
on Tuesday. (AFP)
There was something for both Tunisian and Danish fans with the
Carthage Eagles’ hard-won goalless draw against Denmark in
Qatar on Tuesday.

Shock
and Awe

France supporters were clearly elated at the Al-Janoub Stadium in
Al Wakrah on Tuesday.

Fayza Mbappe, the mother of
France’s forward #10 Kylian
Mbappe, at the Al-Janoub
Stadium

Saudi Arabia fans are ecstatic after their team’s sensational win
over Lionel Messi’s Argentina in Qatar on Tuesday. (AFP)

France’s coach Didier
Deschamps’ wife Claude
Deschamps at the Al Janoub
Stadium

Missed chances were rued after Poland vs Mexico ended 0-0 at Stadium 974
in Doha on Tuesday.

Goalless,
thrilling

